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INTRODUCTION TO ORGANOPHOSPHORUS INSECTICIDES 
Accurate three-dimensional structural Information Is a 
necessity If one Is to better understand the mechanisms, sterlc 
effects, eta. y involved in the biochemistry of Insecticides. 
Structural investigations involving a variety of insecticides 
have been performed^^ ^ ^  ^  to obtain such structural Information 
via X-ray diffraction techniques. However not all studies have 
resulted in yielding actual atomic positions. Since organo­
phosphorus insecticides are becomming increasingly Important, 
crystal structure studies of this class of insecticides are 
quite appropriate. The purpose of such a program Is to better 
understand the relationship between structure and mechanism(s) 
relative to an insecticide's toxicity/activity. 
Inactivation of the enzyme acetylcholinesterase (AChE) is 
generally believed to be the toxic mode of the organophosphorus 
(OP) insecticides and is a result of the phosphorylation of an 
1 2 
enzyme site. O'Brien et at. have shown that this site is 
likely not the same one that is utilized by acetylcholine (ACh). 
The Inhibition reaction may be represented most simply by; 
(ROigPOX + EH + (ROlgPOE + HX, 
where EH » the uninhibited AChE*^. Unlike acetylcholine, the OP 
Insecticides, or their metabolic OP derivatives/analogs, 
"permanently" react with (t.g. phosphory1 a te) the AChE^^ Hence, 
with a sufficiently high insecticide titer ( 10~® to 10"* M), 
the enzyme concentration is eventually unable to destroy, via 
hydrolysis, the acetylcholine constantly being produced. Auto-
2  
toxicosis via nervous system disruption is the result. In 
mammals the nervous system disruption leads to respiratory 
failure and asphyxiation; the ultimate cause of the insect's 
expiration though is unknown^However, an increase in oxygen 
1 4 
consumption for some caterpillars has been noted and NAD 
(nicotinamide adenine d«nucleotide) levels are lowered in 
chicken embryos^^ after exposure to OP's. 
The phosphorylation of AChE was originally thought to be 
due, in part, to the similarities in charge distribution, size, 
and shape of the many OP insecticides to acetylcholine (ACh) at 
the corresponding chemically active portions of each molecule. 
That is, the OP would mimic ACh. The phosphate ester would 
correspond to the acetyl group; a portion of the "X" group to 
the quaternary nitrogen of ACh^^. Using the active site envi­
ronment of AChE proposed by Krupka^^ as a model, one noted that 
the hydroxy] group from a serine unit would be utilized in the 
phosphorylation process; this unit corresponds to the esteratic 
site of Wilson's and Bergmann's papers^^ Concurrently an X 
group would Interact with the anionic site on the AChE model. 
1 2 
In addition to the recent work of O'Brien regarding the OP 
active site it has also been observed that "total" AChE is in 
21 fact made up of several isozymes , each reacting differently 
1 2 
with the OP Insecticides . It is this total AChE which will 
be referred to in any subsequent discussion. 
Inhibition of AChE by substituted phenyl diethyl phos­
phates has already been shown to be a function of the Hammett o 
3  
constant^^. However, as noted by Fukuto^ , Hansch and 
2? 19 22 24 
Deutsch , O'Brien , Fukuto and Metcalf and Canepa et at. , 
steric effects including van der Waal s interactions of the OP 
insecticide molecule's substituents should also be considered 
as playing a significant role in the degree of inhibition 
attained. Consequently, a three-dimensional visualization is 
a key to understanding the overall process, which is as yet not 
fully understood. 
In the case of AChE inhibition one would ideally like to 
know the three-dimensional structure of the OP active site(s), 
or that of a small range of possible low energy conformations. 
The complexity of this enzyme system virtually prohibits direct 
elucidation of its structure(s). However, accurate structural 
determinations of smaller molecules such as the OP's and/or 
carbamate insecticides, which strongly interact with the "OP" 
active s:te(s) of AChE, would allow not only inferences to be 
made with regards to the topography of AChE (or any of the 
isozymes) but also yield valuable molecular insight into the 
insecticides themselves. Structural investigations of the 
25-27 
carbamates are also being performed . Such information 
could lead to the construction of insecticides which would 
better conform structurally as well as chemically to the most 
favorable {•i.e. minimum energy) orientation of AChE. 
In order to minimize the number of variables and hence to 
arrive at more valid conclusions, all of the CP's investigated 
y 
4  
contain a substituted s ix-tnembered ring (phenyl or pyridyl) 
bonded to a phosphate or thîophosphate group. 
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THE CRYSTAL AND MOLECULAR 
STRUCTURE OF RONNEL 
Introduct ion 
Ronnel (0^,lO-d imethyl 0^-2,4,5-trichlorophenyl phosphoro-
thioate), (H 3CO) zP (S ) OC 5H2C JI3 , is a general purpose and animal 
28 
systemic insecticide and has a mammalian L D 5 0  of 1740 mg•kg ^ 
Exper imenta1 
Preparation.-- A sample of 99% pure ronnel was kindly 
supplied by P. A. Dahm and J. G. Laveglia. The compound was 
recrysta11ized from reagent grade carbon tetrachloride. This 
solution had to be evaporated to dryness to obtain the solid 
colorless species. 
Crystal Data,— A rectangular prismatic crystal with 
approximate dimensions 0.4 mm x 0.2 mm x O.î mm was selected 
and housed in a 0.2 mm (i.d.) thin-walled Lindemann glass 
capillary with the long axis of the crystal coincident with the 
axis of the capillary. Preliminary oscillation photographs 
indicated a single crystal with 2/m (monoclinic) symmetry. The 
crystal was then mounted on a four-circle diffractometer and 
three ca-osc i 11 at i on photographs were taken at various x and (& 
settings. 
From these photographs eleven independent reflections were 
selected and their coordinates were input into an automatic 
6  
Indexing program^^. The reduced cell and reduced cell scalers 
which resulted from this program Indicated monocllnic symmetry, 
which was confirmed by Inspection of co-oscll latlon photographs 
taken about each of the three axes In turn. Only the b axis 
showed a mirror plane. Observed layer line spaclngs agreed, 
within experimental error, to those predicted for this cell. 
The lattice constants were obtained from a least-squares 
refinement using the Nelson-RIley extrapolation function^® 
based on the precise ±26 (|20|>2O®) measurements of eleven 
strong Independent reflections. At 30°C using Mo Ka radiation 
(X « 0.70954 8) they are a • 12.162(9), h » 9.990(8), o • 
11.98(1) % and 3 = 113.61(4)°. The observed density of 
1.62 ± 0.02 g*cm~' determined by the flotation method Is In 
good agreement with the calculated value of 1.60 g-cm"* for 
four molecules with a molecular weight of 321.5 g*mol~^ per 
UM I b CG1 • • 
Collection and Reduction of X-^ray Intensity Date.-- The 
data were collected at room temperature (24°C) with graphite 
monochromated Mo Ka radiation on an automated four-circle 
dIffTactometer designed and built In the Ames Laboratory and 
previously described by Rohrbaugh and Jacobson^^. All data 
within a 26 sphere of 45° ((sIn0)/X = 0.538 8"^) In the hk& and 
hk& octants were measured, using the step-scan technique. 
As a general check on electronic and crystal stability, 
the Intensities of three standard reflections were remeasured 
7  
every twenty-five reflections. These standard reflections were 
not observed to vary significantly throughout the entire period 
of data collection {'^2i days). Hence, a decomposition correc­
tion was unnecessary. A total of 3641 reflections were record­
ed in this manner for the hk& and hk& octants. Examination of 
the data revealed the following systematic absences: hO& when 
& = 2n + 1 and OkO when k = 2n + 1. These absences uniquely 
determine the space group as P2^/c. 
The intensity data were corrected for Lorentz and polar­
ization effects and, since y = 9.26 cm"*, absorption correc­
tions were made. The estimated error in each intensity was 
calculated by 
+ 2Cg + (0.03 0^)2 + (0.03 Cg)*, 
where Cy and Cg represent the total and background counts, re­
spectively, and the factor 0.03 represents an estimate of non-
statistical errors. The estimated deviations in the structure 
factors were calculated by the finite difference method of 
32 
Lawton and Jacobson . Equivalent data were averaged and only 
those reflections where | | >2, 5cT (F^) were retained for use in 
subsequent calculations. This yielded 1905 reflections. These 
data are on file with J. Agric. Food Chem. in the 1975 supple­
mentary material and may be obtained by observing the infor­
mation given on any current masthead page of that journal. 
8  
Sol ut Ion and RefInément 
9 9 
The program MULTAN was employed to obtain the phases for 
the 499 strongest reflections. The resultant E-map using the 
best figure of merit unambiguously showed all 16 non-hydrogen 
posItlons. 
These atoms were subsequently refined by a full-matrix 
least-squares procedure^^ minimizing the function 
where ta • 1/Op, to a conventional discrepancy 
factor of R • Z|1f^| - = 0.057. At this point all 
16 non-hydrogens had anisotropic temperature factors. The 
scattering factors used were those of Hanson et al» , mod­
ified for the real and Imaginary parts of anomalous dlsper-
slon^^. 
An Independent refinement of the ring hydrogen parameters 
was followed by analysis of an electron density difference 
map which revealed the methyl hydrogen positions. These posir 
tlons were then fitted, via a least-squares technique, to a 
tetrahedral model using the corresponding precise oxygen and 
carbon positions. The C-H distances were set equal to 1.0 8 
with Isotropic hydrogen temperature factors set equal to 4.5 
Subsequent least-squares refinement without varying the 
methyl hydrogen parameters converged to a final R « 0.051. 
Since this procedure yielded slightly different methoxy carbon 
and oxygen positions, the methyl hydrogen positions were re­
calculated. Further refinements did not significantly alter 
9  
any atom parameters; the R factor did not change. 
The final positional and thermal parameters are listed in 
Table I. Standard deviations were calculated from the Inverse 
matrix of the final least-squares cycle. Bond lengths and 
•SQ 
angles are listed in Table I I and Table III, respectively 
Dihedral angles and least-square planes are listed in Table IV. 
Peser i pt ion of Structure and D iscuss ion 
IfO 
The phenoxy group in ronnel shown in Figures 1 and 2 
is, as expected, essentially planar {of. Table IV). The thio-
phosphate group is tilted towards the H(l) side of the phenoxy 
group while the sulfur atom is twisted away from the 
C(l)-0(1)-P plane towards the C&(3) side of the ring {of. Table 
IV and Figure 2). 
The molecules stack through the centers of inversion 
"causing" the phenoxy groups' planes to be parallel within the 
limits given in Table IV. Crystalline stability in the y 
direction can be seen to be partly a result of the hydrogen 
bond from the acidic H(2) to the sulfur via the two-fold screw 
operation {cf. Tables II and Figure 2). 
The unusually elongated methoxy oxygen ellipsoids {of. 
Figure 1) suggest some disordering of these atoms. Therefore 
an attempt was made to account for such disorder via a refine­
ment substituting two half-oxygens for each methoxy oxygen 
approximately displaced by 0.9 % along the major axis of the 
Table I. Final atomic positional^ and thermal^" parameters for ronnel 
Frnctional Coordinates Atomic Temperature Factors 
Atom X y z «11 *22 *33 ®12 ®13 *23 
Cll -1075(1)° 3787(1) 5319(1) 119(1) 161(2) 115(2) 2(1) 63(1) 
-51(2) 
C12 -2530(1) 1779(2) 3210(1) 73(1) 188(2) 131(2) -12(1) 32(1) -33(1) 
C13 I6l8(l) -290(2) 3372(1) 120(2) 166(2) 117(2) 12(1) 52(1) 
-20(2) 
S 2978(1) 3828(2) 3867(1) 107(1) 186(2) 122(2) 11(2) 13(1) 
70(2) 
P 3625(1) 2718(1) 5291(1) 69(1) 136(2) 97(1) 8(1) 22(1) 
32(1) 
01 2780(3) 1610(3) 5111(3) 75(3) 121(5) 137(1) 1(3) 18(3) 
31(1) 
02 1)012(6) 3112(5) 6530(1) 163(13) 171(7) ;i0(5) -ll0(8) 12(6) 
1(5) 
03 *729(4) 1873(6) 5178(5) 131(5) 107(11) 315(9) -150(7) 152(6) 
266(9) 
CI 1525(1) 1678(5) 1912(1) 73(5) 101(6) 92(5) 0(1) 20(1) 22(5) 
C2 916(5) 2561(5) 5353(5) 91(6) 111(7) 87(5) -15(5) 27(5) 
-12(5) 
C3 -331(1) 2600(5) 1830(1) 89(5) 110(6) 89(5) -16(5) 10(5) -15(5) 
Cl -973(1) 1717(5) 3889(1) 75(1) 112(6) 80(5) -8(1) 35(1) -1(5) 
C5 -361(5) 833(5) 3167(1) 95(6) 116(7) 75(5) -13(5) 26(1) 
-8(5) 
C6 880(1) 821(5) 3966(1) 83(5) 105(6) 93(5) 11(1) 39(5) 11(5) 
C7 1180(6) 1711(8) 6861(7) 151(8) 266(13) 166(9) 15(9) 55(7) 
-31(9) 
C8 5518(6) 1971(7) 1925(7) 133(7) 221(11) 181(9) 69(7) 59(7) 25(8) 
HI 136(5) 303(5) 607(5) 220(73)'' 
H2 -78(1) 29(1) 283(1) 121(63) 
C7H1 312 521 612 150 
C7H2 110 180 776 150 
C7H3 181 511 666 150 
C8H1 610 271 532 150 
cSiia 596 111 502 130 
C8H3 5507 217 loi 130 
®The positional and thermal parameters for all non-hydrogen atoms are presented in fractional unit 
cell coordinates (x 10*). All hydrogen positional parameters are (x 10 )j thermal, (x 10 ). 
^The pj^j are defined by: T - exp{-(h^6jj + * ^ hlB^g + 2kl8gg)). 
All methyl hydrogen Isotropic B's have been set equal to I).5- If only the 8^^ column is listed, 
this corresponds to an isotropic (B) value. 
Cin this and succeeding tables estimated standard deviations are given in parentheses for the least significant 
figures and Include the error in the lattice constants. Since the methyl hydrogens were not refined, no standard 
deviations are given. 
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Table II. Selected interatomic distances (8) for ronnel 
Bonding Distances Non-Bonding Distances 
C1-C2 
C2-C3 
1.388(7) 
1.389(7) 
via Observed 
Distance 
C3-C4 1.382(6) s.. .H2 2.98(5) 
C4-C5 1.393(7) P-S •.•H2 4.66(5) 
C5-C6 1.379(7) CI 1...H2 c-gllde 2.99(4) 
C6-C1 1.384(7) C5-H2--- 01 1 c-gllde 3.495(6) 
CI 2...C8K1 c-gllde 3.217(3) 
Cl-01 1.100(6) C8-C8H1...C1 2 c-gllde 3.886(8) 
C2-H1 0.95(5) 02- --C8H3 c-gllde 2.822(5) 
C3-C1 1 1.750(5) 03-••C7H2 c-gllde 3.543(7) 
Ct-Cl 2 1.736(5) 
C5-H2 0.93(5) C7H2...C8K2 c-gllde 2.76 
C6-C I 3 1.745(5) C7H2...C8H3 c-gllde 2.45 
CT-Hg.-.Hg-#; c-gllde 3.77(1) 
01-P 1.592(4) 
P-S 1.903(2) Ci 2-- •C8H2 (1 cell In x) 3.430(1) 
P-02 1.535(5) Ci 2 . . .Hj-CS (1 cell In x) 3.722(7) 
r-G5 1.545(4) 
02-C7 1.347(8) S- • '-C7H1 Intramolecular 3.221(2) 
03-C8 1.369(7) S., ..C7K3 Intramolecular 3.442(2) 
S" ••C8H3 Intramolecular 2.978(2) 
02 •.•C7K2 Intramolecular 1.927(5) 
02' •••C7H3 Intramolecular 1.928(5) 
03' •••C8H1 Intramolecular 1.945(5) 
03 ••.C8H2 Intramolecular 1.946(5) 
05 •••C8H5 I^Lramolecular 1.946(5) 
Total van der 
Waals Distances 
{Paullng39) 
3.05 
4.95* 
3.0 
3.91^  
3.0 
3.8* 
2 . 6  
2 . 6  
2 . h  
Z.I* 
4.0 
3.0 
3.8* 
3.05 
3-05 
3.05 
2 . 6  
2 . 6  
2 . 6  
2 . 6  
2 . 6  
^ Includes dlstance(s) from this table and assumes linear addition of radii. 
1  2  
Table III. Bond angles (degrees) for ronnel 
Angle 
C1-C2-C3 
C2-C3-C4 
C3-C4-C5 
C4-C5-C6 
C5-C6-C1 
C6-C1-C2 
C& 3-C6-C1' 
Ci 3-C6-C5 
K2-C5-C6 
H2-C5-C4 
Ci 2-C4-C5 
Ci  2 -C U-C 3  
C i ,  1 -C3-CU 
Ci 1-C3-C2 
H1-C2-C3 
K1-C2-C1 
Co-Cl-Ol 
C2-C1-01 
Cl-Ol-P 
S-P-01 
S-P-02 
S-P-03 
02-P-03 
02-P-01 
Ol-P-03 
P-02-C7 
P-03-C8 
Degrees 
119.9(5) 
120.0(4) 
120.0(4) 
119.9(5) 
120.3(4) 
119.9(4) 
120.8(4) 
118.9(4) 
118(3) 
122(3) 
118.9(4) 
121.1(4) 
120.7(4) 
119.2(4) 
119(3) 
120(3) 
119.6(4) 
120.5(4) 
123.5(3) 
117.0(2) 
117.4(2) 
1 1 8 . 0 ( 2 )  
103.0(4) 
100.2(3) 
98.0(3) 
132.7(5) 
139.1(4) 
Table IV. Dihedral angles (degrees) and least-squares planes 
Planes Defined by: 
C1-C3-C5; Cl-Ol-P 
C2-C4-C6; Cl-Ol-P 
ci-oi-P: 01-p-s 
C1-C3-C5: 01-02-03 
Dihedral Angle of Planes 
69.4(4) (Towards HI) 
70,3(3) " " 
26.6(4) (Towards CI 3) 
23.5(2) 
Plane defined by Carbons 1-6: 
(0.31008)X + (0.68053)Y - (0.66388)2 - (-2.59893) 
Atom Distance from Plane (8) 
CI 0.0013 
C2 
C3 
O 
C5 
C6 
-0.009% 
0.0059 
0.0056 
-0.0137 
0.0102 
Plane'' defined by all 12 phenoxy group members: 
(0.32061)% + (-0.68689)Y + (0.65222)2 - (-2.55113) 
Plane defined by C1,01,P and S: 
(0.401%1)X + (0.68891)% + (0.60355)2 - (4.53683) 
w 
Atom Distance from Plane (%) Atom Distance from Plane (fi) Atom Distance from Plane 
CI 0.0217 CI 1 0.0803 CI 0.0713 
C2 0.0123 Ci 2 ••0.0085 01 -0.1355 
C3 0.0078 Cl 3 0.0507 P 0.1120 
C4 -0.0134 HI -0.0994 S -0.0478 
C5 -0.0340 H2 -0.0330 
C6 0.0096 01 0.0059 
^Angles correspond to proper orientation shown In Figures 1 and 2, so that the phosphorus is tilted towards the HI side of 
the ring and the sulfur Is directed away from HI. This was also verified on the basis of Intramolecular distances. 
^Planes are defined aa c^X + c^Y + c^Z - d = 0, where X, Y, and 2 are Cartesian coordinates which are related to the trlollnlc 
cell coordinates (x, y, z) by the transformations: 
X = xa slny + zc((co»8 - co8aoo3Y)/slnY) - xa + zo cosg, 
Y = xa COSY + yb + ZI: cos a • yb, and 
Z • zc{(l-cos^a - con^B - cos^y + 2ooaaco8B co8Y)VslnY) " zc slnB. 
C8H3 
C7H3 
The ronnel molecule showing 50% probability ellipsoids Figure 1 
15  
Figure 2. Stereographîc view of two adjacent unit cells of 
ronnel illustrating intermolecular interactions. 
16  
ellipsoid. No splitting of methyl carbons was attempted though 
due to the much smaller elongation of these ellipsoids. This 
refinement reduced R by only 0.01 and did not produce a phys­
ically meaningful result. More importantly, distances and 
angles in the remaining and chemically significant part of the 
molecule remained essentially unchanged throughout either re­
finement. Therefore only the time-averaged model will be re­
ported here. 
Dilation of the P-0(2)-C(7) and P-0(3)"C(8) angles (of. 
Table III) can easily be explained as a result of intramolecu­
lar van der Waals repulsions of the sulfur and methyl hydrogens. 
In fact, many of the hydrogens are less than the calculated 
van der Waals distance from the sulfur {of. Table II). 
The S-P-0 set of angles ranges from 117° to 118°; the 
0-P-O set, from 98° to 103° {of. Table III). Thus the phos­
phate group of ronnel displays a distorted tetrahedral geometry 
il 1 1J2 
similar to that reported by Furberg for H3PO4 and Coroxon 
The distorted geometry effectively corresponds to a tetrahedron 
which has been elongated along the three-fold axis, forming a 
trigonal pyramid. 
In the present example there is rotational hindrance of 
the ester about the C(l)-0(1) bond arising from S'«*H(l) and 
S'-'C£(3) interactions {cf. Figure 1). Each methyl group's 
rotation about a P-0(2 or 3) bond is restricted due to methyl 
hydrogen-sulfur interactions vs. lone pair-lone pair repulsions. 
In addition, the relatively long packing distances imply no 
17  
appreciable change In the solid state ve, in vivo structures. 
The nitrogen to carboxyl carbon distance In the bromide 
Salt of acetylcholine Is 4.10 8^^. Since this Is a d 1 rect 
measurement, as opposed to a deduced measurement. It provides a 
starting value for comparative analysis, as It is frequently 
possible to make solid state and significant in vivo compari­
sons. However, the value of 4.10 8 may not represent the true 
12 
OP site-separation distance, as it Is presently unknown 
On the other hand, using Krupka's^^ model of AChE and the 
distance of ^ 4.10 % as starting guidelines, the following dis­
tances become quite interesting: P to H(2), 5.51; P to H(1), 
2.83; S to H(1), 3.95; s to H(2), 5.49 X. These distances 
Initially seem to rule out the utilization of the acid ring 
hydrogens as an electrophi1ic "anchor" to any anionic site of 
AChE. However, the distance from the phosphorus to the center 
of the ô(+) ring Is 4.05 8. If only a weak bond is required 
for the anchoring of the non-esteratIc portion of the molecule, 
the ring-anionic site interaction may be quite plausible. 
This would imply that the plane of the ring would almost have 
to arrive parallel to the enzyme surface. 
The phosphorus ester displays a "scorpion-like" configu­
ration (e/. Figure 1) with the C(l)-0(1)-P plane being only 20® 
away from the normal to the plane of the phenoxy group while 
the 0(1)-P-S plane Is only 27® from the C(l)-0(1)-P plane {of. 
Table IV). This nearly perpendicular alignment of planes, then. 
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would facilitate phosphorylation, as would the exposed phos­
phorus. The exposed, scorpion-like configuration has also been 
k2 
observed in Coroxon and some others to be presented, regard­
less of whether the insecticide, or its toxic metabolic deri­
vative, Is a phosphate or a thiophosphate ester. In frequent 
instances the study of only the parent Insecticide may be all 
that is necessary to correlate structure with toxicity. But In 
other cases concurrent structural studies of the metabolic dér­
ivât I ve(s) would also be desirable. 
Ik A3 
Work on acetylcholine bromide ,choline chloride and 
kk 24 
muscarine iodide show, as pointed out by Canepa , that the 
structurally similar portions of the three molecules have very 
nearly Identical three-dimensional structures. Their pharmaco­
logical effects are quite different even though the molecules 
2k 
are presumably unchanged in vivo ve» the solid state . This 
would seem to imply that the portions which are not chemically 
and structurally In common are causing the observed variations 
in the inhibition of AChE. Similarly, there Is a strong case 
for sterlc Involvement In the mechanism of many, if not all, OP 
insecticides. Consequently, the precise distances afforded by 
X-ray crystallographic techniques will prove indispensable In 
the overall study of these processes. 
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THE CRYSTAL AND MOLECULAR 
STRUCTURE OF RONNEL OXON 
Introduction 
Ronnel oxon (£,0^-d imethyl £-2,4,5- tr îchloropheny 1 phos­
phate), (HsCOizPfOiCGHzCAs, is the oxon form of ronnel. That 
is, P=S is replaced by P=0. This structure is quite important 
to know since in vivo many thiophosphates are converted to 
phosphates with one or both substances being toxic. 
Expérimenta 1 
Crystal Data.-- From a 99+% pure sample of the title com­
pound, supplied by D. W. Osborne, a rectangular prismatic crys­
tal with approximate dimensions 0.22 x 0.16 x 0.18 mm was se­
lected and mounted on the end of a glass fiber using Elmer's 
Glue-All. Other glues with an organic solvent base tend to 
dissolve the OP insecticides. The crystal was then mounted on 
a four-circle dIffractometer and three u-osci11 ation photo­
graphs were taken at various x and (j) settings, and verified 
that the crystal was indeed single. 
From these photographs fifteen independent reflections 
were selected and their coordinates were input into an auto-
29 
matic indexing program The reduced cell scalars which re­
sulted indicated monoclinic symmetry, which was confirmed by 
inspection of (o-osc ! 11 a t ion photographs taken about each of the 
three axes in turn. Only the h axis showed a mirror plane. 
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Observed layer-line spacings agreed, within experimental error, 
with those predicted for this cell by the indexing program. 
The lattice constants were obtained from a least-squares 
refinement based on the precise ±29 (45^ > |26| > 20°) meas­
urements of fourteen strong independent reflections. At 27°C 
using Mo Ka (X = 0.70954 8) they are a = 9-659(5)» 
b = 11.388(2), e = 14.465(9) 8 and 3 = 130.09(4)°. The ob­
served density of 1.63(3) g*cm"^ determined by the flotation 
method is in good agreement with the calculated value of 
1.668 g-cm"* for four molecules having a molecular weight of 
305.5 g*mol~^ in a unit cell having a volume of 1217.25 8^. 
Cotleotion and Réduction of X-vay Intensity Data.-- The 
data were collected at 27°C with graphite monochromated Mo Ka 
radiation on an automated four-circle diffractometer designed 
and built in the Ames Laboratory and previously described by 
Rohrbaugh and Jacobson^^. All data within a 26 sphere of 50° 
((sin9)/X = 0.596 8"^) in the hk& and hk& octants were meas­
ured using an w-stepscan technique. 
As a general check on electronic and crystal stability, 
the intensities of three standard reflections were remeasured 
every seventy-five reflections. These standard reflections 
were not observed to vary significantly throughout the entire 
period of data collection ('V' 2 days). Hence a decomposition 
correction was unnecessary. A total of 2420 reflections were 
recorded in this manner. Examination of the data revealed the 
following systematic absences: h02 when & = 2n + 1 and OkO when 
k " 2n + 1. These absences uniquely determine the space group 
a s  ? l y / c .  
The Intensity data were corrected for Lorentz and polar­
ization effects and, since u = 9.21 cm~^, absorption correc­
tions were not made; maximum and minimum transmission factors 
were 0.863 and 0.817» respectively. The estimated variance in 
each Intensity was calculated by: 
oj = Cy + 2Cg + (O.OSCy): + (0.03Cg)^, 
where and Cg represent the total and background counts, 
respectively, and the factor 0.03 represents an estimate of 
non-statistical errors. The estimated deviations In the 
structure factors were calculated by the finite difference 
o 2 
method . Equivalent data were averaged and 1848 reflections 
with |F^( > 2.5<y(F^) were retained for use in subsequent cal­
culations. During later work it was discovered that six large 
reflections showed appreciable secondary extinction effects. 
The data were corrected via the approximation ' ^ +2g I ^ , 
where an average value for g = 4.68 x 10"® was determined using 
the fifteen largest l^'s. The data will be found in the 1978 
supplementary material section of J. Agric. Food Chem. See any 
current masthead page for ordering the Information. 
Solution and Ref1nement 
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The program MULTAN was employed to obtain the phases for 
the 499 strongest reflections. The resultant E-map^^ using the 
best figure of merit unambiguously showed the positions of 
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thirteen of the sixteen total non-hydrogen atoms. All remain­
ing atoms were found by successive structure factor^^ and 
electron density map calculations^^. These atomic positions 
were subsequently refined by a full-matrix least-squares pro­
cedure^^ minimizing the function Za)(|F^| - | | )^ , where 
(0 = l/ffp. This refinement yielded a conventional discrepancy 
factor of R-2||F^l-lF^| |/s1f^1 = 0.153. At this stage of the 
refinement all non-hydrogen atoms had been refined using iso­
tropic thermal parameters. The scattering factors used were 
those of Hanson, et modified for the real and imaginary 
37 
parts of anomalous dispersion . The scattering factors for 
4ç 
hydrogen were those of Stewart, et at. 
Analysis of an electron density difference map did not 
reveal either the ring or the methyl hydrogens. Consequently, 
the ring hydrogen atom positions were fixed at 0.95 R from the 
corresponding carbons (C(3) and C(6)). Methyl hydrogens were 
approximated by two sets of half-hydrogens inserted at tetra-
hedral positions using the precise positions of the corres­
ponding methyl carbon and the methoxy oxygen and rotated by 60° 
relative to one another. This created a "doughnut of hydro­
gens". The methyl C-H distances were set equal to 1.0 % ; all 
Isotropic hydrogen temperature factors were set equal to 4.5 
Subsequent anisotropic least-squares refinement without 
varying the hydrogen parameters converged to R = 0.060. Since 
this procedure yielded slightly different non-hydrogen atom 
positions, all of the hydrogen positions were recalculated. 
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The final positional and thermal parameters are listed In 
Table V. Standard deviations were calculated from the Inverse 
matrix of the final least-squares cycle. Bond lengths and 
3 8 
angles are listed in Table VI and Table VII, respectively 
Dihedral angles and least-square planes are listed in Table VIII. 
Description of Structure and D1scuss1 on 
The phenoxy group in ronnel oxon, shown In Figures 3 and 
4^^, is essentially planar {of. Table VIII, Plane III). For 
the most part, packing in the ronnel oxon crystal can be re­
garded as either weakly coulombic or van der Waal s in nature. 
The former is a manifestation of the charge density distri­
bution within each individual molecule and hence corroborates 
one's "chemical intuition" of atoms with 5(+) and ô(-) charges. 
The H(l)***0(2) interaction related via the c-glide operation 
serves as such an example (cf. Figure 4 and Tables V! and VII), 
while on the other hand, the 0(2) *• *0(7)113 and C (8) H3 • • • Cjl(3) 
interactions appear to be van der Waal s in character {of. 
Table VI). 
The C(l)-0(1) bond In ronnel oxon is significantly (>10a) 
shorter than the two methoxy C-0 bonds (of. Table VI), while 
the P-d(1) bond is the longest of the three P-0 bonds, being 
at least 10a longer than the other two. These observations, 
which are in agreement with CNDO II molecular orbital calcula-
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tions of the Pople and Beveridge type, are consistent with a 
bonding formulation in which there is a weak ir overlap of the 
Table V. Final atomic positional® and thermal^ parameters for ronnel oxon 
Fractional Coordinates Atomic Temperature Factors 
Atom X y z ®11 *22 »33 *12 *13 *23 
C id) O.Cr5k(l) C  : .7603(1) 0 . 5 8 8 6 ( 1 )  23 . 6 ( 2 )  9.5(1) 11.0(1) -0.1(1, 10.7(1) 1.1(1, 
Ct(2) -0.1213(2) 0.9231(1) 0 . 1 8 7 0 ( 1 )  25 .0(3) 12.6(1) 6.6(1) 2.2(1) 7.3(1) -0.5(1) 
C l ( 3 )  0.2408(2) 1.0730(1) 0.3175(1) 29 .7(3) 12.6(1) 11.0(1) -1.0(1) 13.7(2) 1.1(1) 
P 0 . 5 1 8 0 ( 1 )  0.8159(1) 0 . 8 0 8 3 ( 1 )  15 .2(2) 7.7(1) 7.0(1) 1.0(1) 5.6(1) 0.8(1) 
0(1) 0.3394(3) 0.9222(2) 0.7150(3) 17 .3(5) 9.0(2) 6.8(2) 2.3(3) 6.1(3) 0.7(2) 
0(2) 0.5613(1) 0.7909(3) 0.7530(3) 23 .2(7) 11.1(1) 10.7(3) 6.0(1) 9.1(1) 1.0(3) 
0(3) 0.6130(1) 0.9313(3) 0.9129(3) 22 .1(6) 11.1(3) 8.1(3) -2.6(3) 6.7(3) 0.2(2) 
0(1) 0.1716(1) 0.7570(3) 0.8616(3) 25.6(7) 10.0(3) 11.7(3) 0.9(1) 10.1(1) 2.6(2) 
C(l) 0.2381(5) 0 . 9 1 6 9(3) 0.5012(3) 11.0(6) 7.0(3) 6.7(3) 2.0(3) 5.6(1) 0.5(2) 
C(2) 0.0810(5) 0.8176(3; 0.5209(3) 15.7(7) 7.2(3) 8.2(3) 1.3(1) 7.1(1) 0.9(3; 
C(3) -0.0265(5) 0.8196(3) 0 . 3 9 6 3(3) 16 .2(7) 8.2(3) 8.1(3) 0.5(1) 6.8(1) -0.1(3: 
C C D )  0 . 0 1 9 8(5) 0 . 9 1 9 6(3) 0.3118(3) 1 5  .8(7) 8.1(3) 6.6(3) 2.1(1) 5.7(1) 0 . 1(3: 
C(5) 0.1771(5) 0 . 9 8 6 9(3) 0.1126(3) 18.8(8) 8.0(3) 8.6(1) 1.1(1) 8.9(5) 0.5(3) 
c(e) 0.2853(5) 0.9861(3) 0.5375(3) 17 .2(7) 7.5(3) 6.0(3) -0.3(1) 7.8(1) - 0 . 1 ( 3 ;  
C(7) 0 . 7 1 1 7 ( 8 )  1 . 0 3 1 9(5) 0.8955(5) 3 6 ( 1 )  12.9(5) 11.6(5) -7.9(7) 12.9(8) -l.5(": 
0(8) 0.1023(7) 0.7910(5) 0.9248(5) 29(1) 11.0(5) 13.2(5) 0.1(6) 11.5(7) 3.0(1) 
H(l) 
- 0 . 1 3 3  0.803 0.319 1, 5 
0 .  391 1.033 0.586 1 .  5 
^Th.e poi*.iti<.-nal parar-eters lor all ator.s are roprtserited in fracticiial unit cell coordinates. 
^Tho are defined by: T = exp(-(h^6^^ + If 
only the column is listed, this correspond:; to an isotropic temperature factor. All 
hydrogen isotropic temperature factors have been set equal to 4.5 . Non-hydrogen thermal 
parameters are (X 10 h. 
^In this and succeeding tables estimated standard deviations are given in parentheses for the 
least significant figures; later tables include the error in the lattice constants. Since the 
hydrogen parameters were not refined, no standard deviations are given. Positions for the 
methyl hydrogens are not given as they were approximated» 
Table VI. Selected Interatomic distances (8) for ronnel oxon 
Bonding Distances 
1.388(5) C(l)-C(2) 
C(2)-C(3) 
C(3)-C(l4) 
1.382(5) 
1.382(5) 
Interaction 
Non-Bonding Distances 
via 
Observed 
Distance 
Total van der Waals 
Distance (from Pauling ) 39 X 
C(4)-C(5) 1.395(6) P...H(1) Intramolecular 5.187(5) (3.1) 
C(5)-C(6) 1.387(5) P...H(2) Intramolecular 3.367(2) 3.1 
C(6)-C(l) 1.373(5) P'''C1(1) Intramolecular 3.770(3) 3.7 
P- • •C(7)Hj Intramolecular 2.597(5) 3.9* 
C(l)-0(1) 1.383(1) P"-C(8)H, Intramolecular 2.627(5) 3.9® 
C(2)-CA(1) 1.726(4) Ct(l)- •0(1) Intramolecular 2.966(3) 3.20 
C(3)-H(l) 0.950(4) C(7)H3 •-0(1) Intramolecular 3.195(6) 3.4® 
C(4)-C1(2) 1.716(H) C(8)H3 ••Cl(l) Intramolecular 3.772(6) 3.8® 
C(5)-Ct(3) 1.723(4) C(6)Hg ••0(3) Intramolecular 2.934(6) 3.4® 
C(6)-H(2) 0.950(4) 
Ct(2). •0(3) - cell In X and z 3.048(4) 3.20 
P-O(l) 1.599(3) CKD- •C(7)H3 2 +lcell in X and z -lln y. 3.193(5) 3.8 
P»0(2) 1.450(3) 0(2)-- C(7)H3 2 +loell in X and z -lin % 3.669(7) 3.4 
P-0(3) 1.552(3) 0(4) H(2) 2 +lcell in X and z -lln % 2.749(3) 3.0 
P-OCt) 1.536(3) 0(4)'. C(6) 2 +lcell In X and z -lln Ï. 3.572(5) 3.1 
0(3)-C(7) 1.442(5) Ct(3)- •C(8)H3 2 +lcell In X and z -lln i 3.778(6) 3.8 
0(4)-C(8) 1.451(6) 0(2) C(3) Ç--glide +lcell In % lln X and z 3.309(5) 3.1*' 
0(2).. H(l) Ç-•glide tlcell ln%-lin X and z 2.379(3) 3.6 
Assumes linear addition of a "spherical" methyl goup van der Waals radius. 
^ Bondl^G 
ro 
VI 
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Table Vil. Bond angles (degrees) for ronnel oxon 
Angle Degrees 
C(l)-C(2)-C(3) 120.6(3) 
C(2)-C(3)-C(H) 119.4(3) 
C(3)-C(t)-CC5) 120.0(3) 
C(H)-C(5)-C(6) 120.1(3) 
C(5)-C(6)-C(1) 119.8(3) 
C(6)-C(l)-C(2) 120.1(3) 
0(1)-C(1)-C(2) 120.2(3) 
0(1)-C(1)-C(6) 119.6(3) 
CH(1)-C(2)-C(1) 120.1(3) 
Cl(l)-C(2)-C(3) 119.3(3) 
H(l)-C(3)-C(2) 120.4(4) 
H(l)-C(3)-C(l») 120.3(H) 
Cl(2)-C(%)-C(3) 118.7(3) 
Ct(2)-C(4)-C(5) 121.3(3) 
C*(3)-C(5)-C(4) 121.0(3) 
Cil(3)-C(5)-C(6) 118.8(3) 
K(2)-C(6)-C(5) 120.1(H) 
H(2)-C(6)-C(l) 120.1(1) 
C(l)-0(1)-? 123.2(2) 
0(l)-P-0(2) 112.9(2) 
0(l)-?-0(3) 102.1(2) 
0(l)-P-0(«) 106.3(2) 
0(2)-P-0(3) 118.4(2) 
C(2)-P-0(4) 113.0(2) 
0(3)-?-0(4) 102.7(2) 
P-0(3)-C(7) 120.3(3) 
P-0(4)-C(8) 123.2(3) 
P-0(2)...K(1)^ 128.6(2) 
P-0(4)...K(2)b 119.7(2) 
3 Through 2^ + Icell In x and z - 1 in 
Through c-gllde + Icell In ^  -1 Ir. x and z. 
Table VIII. Torsional angles (degrees) and least-squares planes 
Torsional Any.le 
P-0(1)-C(l)-C(2) 97.98 
0(2)-P-0(l)-C(l) 12.51 
0(l)-P-0(3)-C(7) - 6 8 . 7 0  
o ( i ) - p - o ( ' ) ) - c ( 8 )  - 5 5 . 3 8  
0(2)-P-0(3)-C(7) 55.92 
0(2)-P-0(l))-C(8) -179.80 
Planet 1)3 Defined by C(l), 0(1), P and 0(2): 
(0.56915) X + (0.81552) Y + (0.10183) Z - (7.41029) 
Atom Distance from Plane (8) 
c ( i )  - 0 . 0 3 3  
0 ( 1 )  0 . 0 5 9  
P -0.054 
0 ( 2 )  0 . 0 2 8  
C(4) -0.177 
Cl(2) -0.279 
Plane(III) Defined by all twelve phenoxy group members: 
(-0.65201) X + (0.75669) Y - (0.01737) Z - (9.69391) = 0 
Atom Distance from Plane 8 
C(l) 
- 0 . 0 1 3  
C(2) -0.028 
C(3) 
- 0 . 0 0 6  
C(1) 0 . 0 0 3  
C(5) 
- 0 . 0 1 7  
C( 6 )  
- 0 . 0 1 0  
0 ( 1 )  0.083 
Cl(l) 
- 0 . 0 3 6  
H(l) 0 . 0 0 0  
C%(2) 0 . 0 6 2  
Ct(3) 
- 0 . 0 3 6  
H(2) 
- 0 . 0 0 3  
ro 
Plano(II)® Defined by C(8), 0(1), P and 0(2): 
(0.19175) X + (0.06157) Y + (0.86855) : - (7.1191C) = 0 
Atom Distance from Plane (fi) 
C(8) -0.001 
0(1) O.COl 
P 0.001 
0(P) -0.00] 
^I'lanes are defined by CjX + c^Y + c^Z - d = 0, where X, Y and Z 
are Cartesian coordinates which are related to the triclinic cell 
coordinates (x, y, z) by the tranorormatlonii: 
X •= xa siny + zo((cos(3 - cosacosy^/ainy))' xa + cccosg 
Y = xacosY + yb + zccosa = yb 
Z = zed - cos^a - cos^B - cos^y * 2cosacosBcosY ) •'/sinYl= zcsinG. 
(-0.131) 
CL 2 
(+0.042) 
HI c L I 
U0 039) 
(-0.366) 
0 2 (-0.245) 
C8H2 
c  L  3  
C 8 H I  
(+0.056) 
C 4  
r \(+0.258) 
P  
U+0.68 
0  I  (-0285) 
C7H3 
(^Ç^ (-0.095) 
H 2 (*0.061) 
C5 
C J (+0.179) 
C7H2 
0 3 (-0.260) 
N> 
OO 
C7HI 
Figure 3. The ronnel oxon molecule showing 50% probability ellipsoids; 30% for 
hydrogens. The numbers In parentheses refer to partial charge densi­
ties from a CNDO II calculation. 
t 3UUo 
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orbital on the oxygen with the ring system which simultane­
ously weakens the 0-P bond. The latter effect should enhance 
phosphorylation^®. Such variations in bond lengths have been 
noted earlier as the bond lengths corresponding to P-0(1) and 
C(l)-0(l) In ronnel oxon, ronnel and Coroxon are all within 
3CT of being identical. The angles of the type S=P-0 or 0=P-0 
in these compounds ere all greater than the tetrahedral angle 
of 109.47°. In ronnel oxon the angle between the normal to the 
ring and the P«0 vector is 34.4° which Is nearly identical to 
the angle of 34.8° between the normals to the 0(1)-0(3)~0(4) 
plane and the ring. Comparable angles of 23.7, 38.5, 23.9 
and 23.5° have been observed In ronnel, Coroxon, azinphos-
49 50 
methyl and amidithion , respectively. The latter case is 
the most surprising as amidithion has many more rotational 
degrees of freedom and consequently is not as rigid as the 
other compounds. 
As a result of C&(2) and C&(3) being less than the sum of 
their van der Waal s radii apart, the following angles are 
significantly (>3a) dissimilar: CJl(2 )-C (4 )-C (5 ) >C£ (2)-C (4 )-C (3 ) 
and C&(3)-C(5)-C(4)>CA(3)-C(5)-C(6) {of. Figure 3 and Tables 
VI and VII). The C(1)-0(l)-P angle is considerably greater 
than the tetrahedral angle (cf. Table VII) yet is identical 
with the corresponding angle in ronnel. Therefore the d i ffer-
ence in van der Waal s radii of the respective doubly bonded 
atoms (oxygen vs. sulfur) does not seem to be the major source 
of this discrepancy. The "pg-ring" bonding noted earlier 
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likely serves to modify the hybridization on 0(2), though van 
der Waal s interactions with the ring are not completely neg-
1igible. 
In contrast to ronnel the 0-Me vectors in ronnel oxon are 
approximately pointed in the oppos i te direction as the P-0(2) 
vector. The actual direction may be a function of crystal 
packing as intermolecu 1ar interactions involving methyl groups 
exist in both compounds. Yet the sets of methyl groups in both 
compounds basically tend to align in a pairwise, unidirectional 
fashion, probably due to the lone pair repulsions of the meth-
oxy oxygens and the doubly-bonded moiety. 
As with ronnel, the phosphorus in ronnel oxon is opposite 
the C2.(l) side of a plane which is perpendicular to the ring 
and contains the C(l)-0(1) bond. The position of the phosphor­
us appears to be dictated by the van der Waal s interactions of 
the phosphorus with H.(2) and/or CJL(l) {of. Table Vi), thus 
restricting rotation about the C(1)-0(l) bond to quite a small 
range of angles. Furthermore, the phosphorus is nearly symmet­
rically placed with respect to the ring, being 3.52 and 3.41 & 
away from C(2) and C(6), respectively, and having a C(2)-C(l)-
0(1 )-P torsional angle of 98° {of. Table VIM). 
On the basis of a restricted phosphorus position, compari­
son of some intramolecular distances with literature site-sep­
aration distances for AChE should give some insight into the 
toxicity/actlvity of ronnel oxon. This should be a reasonable 
approximation to the true 0P site-separation distance even 
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though the OP's and ACh do not utilize the same site on AChE^^. 
But, since the OP's presently being investigated are comparable 
in size to ACh, comparisons of the distances in the OP's could 
be utilized to help deduce the OP active site. In addition to 
being "distance compatible", the two atoms involved must also 
be "charge compatible" to at least be in agreement with the 
AChE model of Krupka^^. Only two atoms are being considered 
here in accordance with the presence of two residues in Krupka's 
active site of AChE. Analysis of the steric interactions of 
the remaining parts of both molecules, without knowing more 
about the structure(s) of the isozymes of AChE, would be futile. 
Using a CNDO It calculation (after Pople and Beveridge^^) 
approximate values for the charge density distribution in 
ronnel oxon can be computed; results are shown in parentheses 
in Figure 3- Examination of this figure shows than P »'« H(1) 
(5.49 S), P---C(3) (4.78 S), P---C(4) (5.25 8) and P---C(5) 
(4.68 8) are interesting pairs in this regard. These distances 
fall outside of or just border the mammalian AChE site-separa-
tion range or 4.3-4.7 and yet are close to or within 
the range for insect AChE given by Hollingworth e t  of 
5.0-5.5 8 and O'Brien^^ of 4.5-5.9 %. It is even conceivable 
that "C (5)-C (4)-C(3)-H(1)" might correspond to a region of ô( + ) 
charge having P***6(+) distances of from 4.68 to 5.49 %. Con­
sidering charge, distance, steric factors and overall reactivi­
ty, P*'-H(l) may be slightly favored as a reactive species to­
wards insect AChE in ronnel oxon. The P***C(5) pair, due to 
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Its shorter distance, may play a more important role in mam­
malian toxicity, unless significant conformational alterations 
in AChE or ronnel oxon accompany any in vivo free energy 
changes. 
it should be noted that even rotations about the C(l)-0(1) 
bond of ±40°, which may possibly be achieved in vivo^ would 
correspond to a maximum change in the P'*'H(1) distance, for 
example, of only ±0.03 R which is not likely to be critical 
with respect to the distances in AChE and to the I so of the 
insecticide as pertains to the conformation which AChE or 
ronnel oxon might have to distort to in order to achieve a 
distance "match". However, such a rotation would cause the 
phosphorus to be In a slightly different position relative to 
the other ring substituents. This may be partially responsible, 
then, for changes in I so and/or LDso values as a result ot sub­
tle influences of the insecticide with AChE. !n this regard it 
would be quite interesting to compare the toxicities of the 
pure d and & forms of ronnel oxon; a 1:1 racemic mixture is 
present in a centrosymmetrIc space group. But, in order to 
make better comparisons and predictions, many heretofore unre­
ported insect and mammalian Iso and LDso values will need to be 
investigated and tabulated, especially for the different iso­
zymes of AChE. In addition, CNDO calculations will need to be 
performed to obtain a better idea of the charge distribution 
and potential energy barriers which may be necessary to over­
come in adduct formation. 
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THE CRYSTAL AND MOLECULAR 
STRUCTURE OF BROMOPHOS 
Introduct ion 
The crystal and molecular structure of bromophos (0_-(4-
bromo-2, 5-d Î ch 1 oropheny 1 ) 0^, £-d i methyl phosphorothioate), 
(H3CO)2P(S)OC6HaCHzBr, was undertaken to explore any differ­
ences and/or similarities with the previous structures result­
ing from the replacement of a para chlorine atom in ronnel with 
a bromine. This replacement could explain, in part, the high 
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LDso of 3750-6100 mg'kg"^ which bromophos has for rats 
Exper i menta1 
Cvys ta l  da ta .— A sample of SS+% pure bromophos was 
supplied by the Quality Assurance Section, Pesticides and Toxic 
Substances Laboratory, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
From this, a rectangular prismatic crystal with approximate 
dimensions 0.15 x 0.12 x 0,07 mm was selected and mounted on 
the end of a glass fiber using Elmer's Glue-All. Preliminary 
oscillation photographs indicated a single crystal with mmm 
(orthorhombic) symmetry. The crystal was then mounted on a 
four-circle diffractometer and three w-osci11 ation photographs 
were taken at various % and <j) settings. 
From these photographs seventeen independent reflections 
were selected and their coordinates were input into an automat-
29 ic indexing program . The reduced cell and reduced cell 
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scalars which resulted from this program indicated orthorhombic 
symmetry, which was confirmed by inspection of w-osci11 ation 
photographs taken about each of the three axes in turn. All 
axes showed mirror symmetry. Observed layer-line spacings 
agreed, within experimental error, with those predicted for 
this cell by the indexing program. 
The lattice constants were obtained from a least-squares 
refinement using the Nelson-Riley extrapolation function^^ 
based on the precise ±20 (|20| > 20°) measurements of fifteen 
strc-fvg independent reflections. At 27°C using Mo Ka radiation 
(X = 0.70954 8) they are a = 7.308(6), b = 27.17(2) and 
a = 6.446(8) 8. The observed density of 1,90 ±0.02 g*cm"^ 
determined by the flotation method is in good agreement with 
the calculated value of 1.889 g*cm"^ for four molecules having 
a molecular weight of 366.00 g-mol"^ per unit cell with a vol­
ume of 1279.56 , 
Col l ec t i on  a n d  Reduc t i on  o f  X - ray  I n t e n s i t y  Da ta . - -  The 
data were collected at 27°C with graphite monochromated Mo Ka 
radiation on an automated four-circle diffractometer designed 
and built in the Ames Laboratory and previously described by 
Rohrbaugh and Jacobson^^. All data within a 26 sphere of 45° 
((sin0)/X = 0.539 S"^) in the hk& and hk& octants were measured, 
using an w-stepscan technique. 
As a general check on electronic and crystal stability, 
the intensities of three standard reflections were remeasured 
every seventy-five reflections. These standard reflections 
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were not observed to vary significantly throughout the entire 
period of data collection 2 days). Hence, a decomposition 
correction was unnecessary. A total of 2533 reflections were 
recorded in this manner. Examination of the data revealed 
the following systematic absences: hOO when h = 2n + 1, OkO 
when k = 2n + 1 and OOS- when & = 2n + 1 . These absences 
uniquely determine the space group as P2^2^2^. 
The intensity data were corrected for Lorentz and polari­
zation effects and, since ]i = 40.25 cm"^, absorption correc­
tions were also made; maximum and minimum transmission factors 
were 0.755 and 0.547, respectively. The estimated error in 
each intensity was calculated by 
= {C^ + 2Cg + (0.03 0^)= + (0.03 0%)= + (0.03 C^)M/A^, 
where Cj, Cg and represent the total, background and net 
counts, respectively, A is the transmission factor and the 
factor 0.03 represents an estimate of non-statistical errors. 
The estimated standard deviations in the structure factors were 
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calculated by the finite difference method . Equivalent data 
were averaged and 1 225 reflections with 1 1 ^2 . 5ct  (F^ ) were re­
tained for use in subsequent calculations. During later work 
it was discovered that eight large reflections suffered from 
secondary extinction effects; these were eliminated from the 
final stages of refinement. These data are to be found on file 
with J. Agric. Food Chem. in the 1976 supplementary material 
and may be obtained by observing the Information given on any 
current masthead page of that journal. 
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Solution and Ref i nement 
The position of the bromine was obtained from an analysis 
of a standard three-dimensional Patterson function. The re­
maining atoms were found by successive structure factor^^ and 
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electron density map calculations . These atomic positions 
were subsequently refined by a full-matrix least-squares 
procedure^^ minimizing the function Iw(||-|| )^, where 
0) = l/Op, to a conventional discrepancy factor of 
R = ^  I  I  p Q  1  "  I  1  1  /  1  1  = 0.058. At this stage all sixteen 
non-hydrogen atoms had been refined with anisotropic thermal 
parameters. The scattering factors used were those of Hanson, 
et y modified for the real and imaginary parts of anoma­
lous dispersion^^. 
Ring hydrogen atom positions were fixed at 0.95 % from the 
corresponding carbons. Analysis of an electron density differ-
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ence map did not reveal the individual methyl hydrogen posi­
tions. Consequently,approximate tetrahedral positions were in­
ferred from the precise corresponding methoxy oxygen and carbon 
positions. The methyl C-H distances were set equal to 1.0 8; 
all isotropic hydrogen temperature factors were set equal to 
4.5 
Subsequent least-squares refinement without varying the 
hydrogen parameters converged to R = 0.048. Since this pro­
cedure yielded slightly different carbon and oxygen positions, 
all of the hydrogen positions were recalculated. Further 
refinement cycles did not significantly alter any atomic param­
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eters and the discrepancy factor did not change. 
The final positional and thermal parameters are listed in 
Table IX. Standard deviations were calculated from the inverse 
matrix of the final least-squares cycle. Bond lengths and 
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angles are listed in Table X and Table XI, respectively 
Dihedral angles and least-square planes are listed in Table XII. 
Descript i on of Structure and Discussion 
4o 
The phenoxy group in bromophos shown in Figures 5 and 6 
is, as expected, essentially planar (of. Table XII, Plane II). 
The phosphorus is, as with ronnel and ronnel oxon, tilted 
toward the H(1) side of a plane perpendicular to the ring and 
coincident with the C(l)-0(l) bond while the sulfur is twisted 
away from the C(l)-0(t)-P plane towards the C&(2) side of the 
ring (af. Table XII and Figures 5 and 7). However, unlike 
ronnel or ronnel oxon, in bromophos the distance between H(l) 
and 0(3) (2.61 ^) is indicative of a possible hydrogen bond 
between the aromatic C(2) atom and the 0(3) atom {of. Table X 
and Figure 7). Both the P-0(3)-H(l) angle of 100.5° and the 
C(8)-0(3)-H(1) angle of 130° would direct H(l) approximately 
towards a lone pair lobe on 0(3), assuming sp' hybridization, 
thus strengthening a hydrogen bond argument (cf. Table XI). 
The P, 0(3)» H(l) and C(l) atoms form a near planar grouping 
(cf. Table XII, Plane III). 
For the most part, packing in the bromophos crystal can be 
regarded as either weakly coulombic or van der Waal s in nature. 
Table IX. Final atomic positional^ and thermal^ parameters for bromophos 
Fractional Coordinates Atomic Temperature Factors 
Aton y z 
«11 BJ2 ®33 «12 «13 «23 
flr 0. 0.18887(2) 0.0773(1) 17.2(1) 0.90(1) 28.3(2) -0.10(3) -3.1(2) -0.16(1) 
Ct 1 0 0.22662(8) 0.517:-(1) 23.6(5) 1.13(3) 26.0(6) -0.1(1) -5.8(5) 1.1(1) 
CI 2 0 .195"(3) 0.38363(8) -0.139i(1) 25.1(51 1.16(3) 28.8(7) -0.1(1) -10.0(5) 0.9(1) 
S 0 .6600(3) 0.ii35i'2(9) 0.0091(1) 21.7(5) 1.37(3) 19.1(6) -0.3(1) 3.1(5) -0.0(1) 
P 0 .5392(?) 0.43276(7) 0.2688(3) 13.9(1) 0.80(2) 17.1(5) -0.03(9) -1.0(1) -0.0(1) 
n 1 0 .3''33<7) 0.4032(1) 0.27811(9) 11(1) 0.92(7) 21(1) 0.0(2) 0(1) -1.3(3) 
0 2 0 ."753(3) 0.1838(2) 0.316'(9) 20(1) 0.92(7) 20(1) 0.0(2) 0(1) -0.3(2) 
G 3 0.6433(9) 0.1061(2) 0.151:1) 17(1) 1.35(9) 23(1) -0.7(2) -1(1) 1.8(3) 
C I 0, .332(1) 0.3536(2) 0.227:1) 12(1) 0.87(9) 23(2) -0.7(3) 2(1) 0.0(1) 
C 2 0, .383(1) 0.3189(2) 0.373(1) 12(1) 1.0(1) 22(2) -0.1(3) 0(1) -0.1(1) 
U 3 0, .350(1) 0.26)3(2) 0.329(3) 13(1) 1.0(1) 20(2) 0.0(3) -3(1) -0.2(1) 
c u 0 , .279(1) 0.255J(?) 0.113(1) 12(1) 0.9(1) 20(2) -0.3(3) 0(1) -0.5(1) 
C 5 c, ..•'31(1) 0.2911(3) -0.001(1) 11(1) 1.0(1) 19(1) 0.1(3) -1(1) -0.1(1) 
C C 0, ,258(1) 3.3333(2) 0.010(1) 13(1) 0.9(1) 21(2) 0.0(3) -3(1) 0.2(1) 
C 7 0, . 3:4(1) 0.1931(3) 0.516(1) 30(;) 1.0(1) 28(3) 0.3(5) 5(2) -1.3(5) 
C 8 c. ,837a) 0.1125(1) 0.17£(1) 15(1) 1.8(1) 31(3) -0.1(1) -7(2) -0.1(7) 
V. 1 c .  ,138c 0.3236 S.5OC? 15 
Î -; J •).  , ISC'I 0.28IC -0.13;3 15 
C7!!l 0. ,267.! 0.5064 C.5ZC9 15 
C7I!2 0. too 0.5093 0.61)1 15 
C7H3 0. 353) 0.4572 0.60f1 45 
ceni  0. ,862: 0.44L9 0.51:3 
C5H? 0.880) 0.385? 0.56,9 
CQ!!3 0. 899;  0.4116 a. 311)6 -*5 
^ Ihc { onl t lona) fvirnn'.-t err- for all atTT.s ,11 c repre?c rriicticiial ur.ît ooll cooi'd In.Ttes. 
^ The nvf- defined ti' : T = exp(-(h^Bj, » k^6j, * : '5,3 + : hi;6,j * 2lilei3 • 2X1P,,)). 
I  r  only the column Is Holed, this corpcspoiicls tc ai; Isctrorlc tcnperalure factor. A l l  
hydrogen Isotropic D's have ccen set eiuil t o U.5 • ::cr-r.;.'drog:cn thermal paraneters syc (x:0^). 
All hydrogen thorr.al parinetors arc (xlO). 
In this and succeeding tables estimated standard dovla: tors are elver. In parentheses for the 
least slcniricant riRures and Include the error In I'r.e I.iîîlce constants. 51r.ce the hydrogens 
were not refined, rio standard deviations are given. 
Table X. Selected Interatomic distances (R) for bromophos 
Bonding Dlatanoea Non-Bonding DlBtanccs 
C(l)-C(2) 
C(2)-C(3) 
C(3)-C(4) 
C(H)-(!(5) 
C(5)-C(6) 
C(6)-C(l) 
C(l)-0(1) 
C(2)-H(l) 
C(3)-Ct(l) 
C(1)-Br 
C(5)-H(2) 
C(6)-Ct(2) 
P-O(l) 
P-S 
P-0(2) 
P-0(3) 
0(2)-C(7> 
0(3)-C{8) 
1.38(1) 
l.llOd) 
1.36(1) 
l.llOd) 
1.37(1) 
1.38(1) 
1.391(9) 
0.950(9) 
1.721(9) 
1.887(8) 
0.950(9) 
1.721(9) 
1.607(6) 
1.892(11) 
1.5»7(6) 
1.571(7) 
1 .16 (1 )  
1.11(1) 
Interaction 
Ct(l)"-H(2) 
Ct(2)...H{l) 
C«(2)...C(7)H, 
S-
S-
•C(7)Hj 
•C(8)H, 
Via 
1 cell In z 
1 cell In z 
1 cell In z 
1 cell In z 
1 cell in z 
Cl{2)...C(8)H, 1 cell In z and x 
Bp...3 
Br.. H(2) 
01{1)---H(2) 
C(7)H2 ..CK2) 
C(7)-
C(7H 
•0 (1 )  
• 0 (2 )  
C(7)H,.••C(7)H, 
•Cl(2) 
•0(8)%] 
•H(l) 
S. 
s. 
0(3). 
P...C»(2) 
S.^.Od) 
S . . . 0 ( 2 )  
S...0(3) 
Br'"Ct(l) 
0(1). ^ 0(2) 
0(2) 
0(3) 
0(1) 
0(3) 
0 ( 1 )  
0 (2 )  
C(7)H2" 
p.. H(l) 
P...H(2) 
0(3) 
0(1) 
C(7)Hj 
C(7)H^ 
C(8)H^ 
C(8)H^ 
••C(8)H, 
2j^(-i direction) 
2j(-x dlrsctlon) 
2j(-jt direction) 
2j(z direction) 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Observed 
Diatance 
3.155(1) 
3.280(1) 
3.79(1) 
3.90(1) 
3.71(1) 
3 . 6 8 ( 1 )  
3.167(1) 
3.371(3) 
3.200(1)  
3.68(1) 
3.68(1) 
3.31(1) 
3.82(1) 
3.798(5) 
3.35(1) 
2.613(6) 
3.875(1) 
2.989(6) 
2.877(7) 
2.957(8) 
3.259(1) 
2.116(8) 
2.521(9) 
2.121(9) 
2.91(1) 
3 . 0 2 ( 1 )  
3.81(1) 
3.39(1) 
3.95(2) 
3.285(3) 
5.520(1) 
Total van der Waals 
Distance (from Pauling'') 
3.0 
3.0 
3.8® 
3.85® 
3.85® 
3.8® 
3 .80  
3.15 
3.0 
3 .80  
3.10 
3.10 
1.00 
3.65 
3.85® 
2 . 6  
3.7 
3.25 
3.25 
3.25 
3.75 
2 .80  
2 .80  
2 .80  
3.1® 
3.1® 
3.1® 
3.1® 
1.0® 
(3.1) 
(3.1) 
4^ 
O 
® Aasumen linear addition of methyl van der Waala radius. 
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Table XI. Bond angles (degrees) for bromophos 
Angle Degrees 
C(l)-C(2)-C(3) 
C(2)-C(3)-C(4) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5) 
C(it)-C(5)-C(6) 
C(5)-C(6)-C(1) 
C(6)-C(l)-C(2) 
118.3(8) 
120.8(8) 
120.2(8) 
119.2(8) 
120.3(8) 
121.1(7) 
0(1)-C(1)-C(2) 
0(1)-C(1)-C(6) 
H(l)-C(2)-C(l) 
H(l)-C(2)-C(3) 
C%(l)-C(3)-C(2) 
Cl(l)-C(3)-C(4) 
Br-C(4)-C(3) 
Br-C(U)-C(5) 
H(2)-C(5)-C(4) 
H(2)-C(5)-C(6) 
CJ,(2)-C(6)-C(5) 
Cî.(2)-C(6)-C(l) 
118.7(8) 
120.1(8) 
120.9(8) 
120.8(9) 
117.8(7) 
121.4(6) 
122.1(7) 
117.7(7) 
120.4(8) 
120.4(9) 
119.1(7) 
120.5(6) 
C(l)-0(1)-P 
S-P-O(l) 
S-P-0(2) 
S-P-0(3) 
0(l)-P-0(2) 
0(2)-P-0(3) 
0(l)-P-0(3) 
P-0(2)-C(7) 
P-0(3)-C(8) 
P-0(3)-H(l) 
123.2(5) 
117.1(3) 
113.2(3) 
117.0(3) 
100.0(3) 
108.1(4) 
99.4(3) 
122.0(5) 
121.1(7) 
100.5(3) 
C(8)-0(3)---K(l) 
C(4)-Br---H(2) 
C(3)-Ct(l) 
C(6)-C&(2) 
Intramolecular 130.0(6) 
Intermolecular 65.3(2) 
'H(2) Intermolecular 93-8(3) 
-H(l) Intermolecular 90.9(3) 
Table XII. Dihedral angles (degrees) and least-squares planes 
Plane (II) defined by all 12 phenoxy group members: 
Plane» defined by: 
C(l)-C(2)-C(6): C(l)-0(l)-P 
c( i ) -c (2) -c(6) :  o( i ) -p-s  
C(l)-0(1)-P; 0(1)-P-S 
C(l)-C(3)-C(5); 0(l)-0(2)-0(3) 
Dihedral Angle' 
78.1(6) (Towards H(l)) 
"3'"' ^r?oîs?d°s'îï!2)) 
59.1(7) (Towards Cl(2)) 
39.6(1) (0(3) fragment above * plane) 
(0.91791) X + (-0.05270) Y + (-0.39327) Z 
Plane (I) defined by carbons (1-6): 
(0.91687) X t (-0.05715) Y + (-0.39503) Z - (1.10172) - 0 
e (*) 
Atom Distance from plane (R) Atom 
C(l) 0.0161 H(l) 
0(2) 0.0321 Ct(l) 
0(3) 0.0005 Br 
0(1)  0 .0116 K(2) 
0(5) 0.0113 Ct(2) 
C(6)  0.0150 0(2) 
0(1) -0.0757 0(3) 
(1.13351) - 0 
Distance from plane (8) 
0.0615 
-0.0561 
-0.0199 
0.0161 
-0.0183 
0.1831 
1.1511 
Distance from 
0(1) 
-0.0059 
C(2) 0.0129 
C(3) -0.0119 
0(1) 0.0036 
C(5) 0.0038 
0(6)  
-0 .0025 
Plane (III)" defined by C(l), H(l), 0(3) and P: 
(0.67286) X + (-0.18031) Y + (-0.56261) Z - (-3.87615) - 0 
Atom Distance from plane (8) 
C(l) 0.0722 
H(l) -0.0713 
0(3) 0.0968 
P 0.0917 
C{2) 0.2122 
.t-
Ni 
Plane (IV)° defined by 0(1), 0(1), S and P: 
(0.68121) X + (-0.50162) Y + (0.52617) Z - (2.55312) > 0 
Atom Distance from plane (R) 
0(1)  0.1121 
0(1) -0.2873 
:5 -0 .0839 
P 0.2288 
(;(5) -0 .2911 
® Angles correspond to proper orientation shown in Figures 5-7 (and calculated Intramolecular 
distances) so that the phosphorus is tilted toward the H(l) side of the ring and the sulfur 
is directed away from H(l). 
'' Planes are defined as CjX + CjY * c^Z - d - 0, where X, Y and Z are Cartesian coordinates 
which are related to the triclinic cell coordinates (x,y,z) by the transformations: 
X • xa slnY • zo((cosB - coso coaY)/sinY) • xa 
Y • xa COSY • yb + sc coso • yb, and 
Z " zc((l-cos^a - cos^S - coa^Y • 2 coaa coaB C0BY)''/elnT) • zc. 
C8H3 
C8H2 
Figure 5. The bromophos molecule showing 50% probability ellipsoids; 
30% for hydrogen. 
Figure 6. View of three adjacent unit cells Illustrating packing in the a  and 
b d I rect Ions . 
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QS- -— 
Figure 7. Dovetail packing in the a direction. 
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The former is a manifestation of the charge density distribu­
tion within each individual molecule and hence corroborates 
one's "chemical intuition" of the 6(+) and ô(-) atoms. 
Referring to Figure 6 and Table X, interactions such as 
the following appear to be van der Waal s in character: 
Ca(2)---C(8)H3, C&(2)..'C(7)H3, S...C(8)H3, C(7)H3•••{C£(2), 
0(1) and 0(2)}, etc. The latter interaction causes the C(7) 
methyl group to be skewed into an orientation unlike that of 
the C(8) methyl group {af. Figures 5 and 6). Owing to differ­
ences in electronegativity, the S-**C(8)H3 interaction is a 
result of the 0(3)***C(2) intramolecular hydrogen bond. 
Packing, as shown in Figure 6, is also facilitated by the 
interactions of the ô(-) bromine with the ô(+) ring centers 
above and below each bromine: d^ = 3.57, dg = 4.49 % which may 
be compared to the van der Waal s radii sum of 3.65 This 
discrepancy in d, and d^ is primarily due to the intrusion of 
thiophosphate groups. The Br'--H(2) distance of 3.37 % 
(Table X) and the C(4)-Br•••H(2) angle of only 65° (Table XI) 
indicate that only a very weak intermolecular hydrogen bond is 
1ikely. 
A very interesting mode of packing takes place in the o 
direction. Due to the fact that each chlorine and ring hydro­
gen has a para counterpart, the molecules advantageously util­
ize this arrangement by forming hydrogen bonds in a dovetail 
fashion {cf. Figure 7 and Tables X and XI). Since the rings in 
the 0 direction are all related by a simple translation, they 
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are all parallel. However, they are not coplanar, each being 
23° from the b - a  plane {o f .  Figures 6 and 7). 
4 2 
As with ronnel, ronnel oxon and Coroxon , angles of the 
type S=P-0 or 0=P-0 are all greater than the tetrahedral angle 
of 109.47°. Non-tetrahedra1 angles are to be expected due to 
the different hybridization involved with the doubly-bonded 
sulfur. The discrepancy also is due to the larger van der Waals 
radius of the doubly-bonded sulfur vs. the singly-bonded oxy­
gens. Presumably similar factors are responsible for the dis­
torted PO4 sub-units in Coroxon and The increase (*^4°) 
in the S-P-0(3) angle compared to the S-P-0(2) angle in bromo-
phos can be attributed to the increased su 1fur•••C(8) methyl 
group interaction (cf. Figure 6 and Tables X and XI). 
The C(1)-0(1) bond is significantly shorter than the 
two methoxy C-0 bonds { o f .  Table IX). This indicates a strong­
er C(l)-0(l) bond, possibly due to a weak p-"ring" overlap. 
The P-O(l) bond is the longest of the three P-0 bonds being 
>5o longer than the other two P-0 bonds. Hence, the P-0(1) 
bond lengthening parallels the shortening of the C(l)-0(1) bond 
48 ( o f .  Table X), enhancing phosphorylation . The corresponding 
P-0 and C-0 bond lengths for bromophos, ronnel, ronnel oxon and 
Coroxon are all within 3cr of being identical. 
Molecular orbital calculations are needed to arrive at 
quantitative electron distributions and hence a numerical rep­
resentation of the 6(+) and 6(-) regions. Since many of these 
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types of calculations are useful when used to diagnose trends 
in similar compounds, an MO calculation on bromophos would be 
quite useful. However, programs are not typically available 
with wave functions of heavier atoms. 
This information, though, especially with the accurate 
distances and angles afforded by X-ray crystallography will 
give an uncustomary microscopic view of the molecule In ques­
tion. 
Alternatively, as noted earlier, the utilization of the 
ô(+) and ô(-) charges in the crystalline packing of bromophos 
gives one an excellent IndIrect Insight Into the probable use 
of these same 6(+) and 6(-) charges In the overall process of 
AChE inhibition. Charge distribution, as manifested In Hammett 
a values. Is known to be a major contributor to the inhibition 
of AChE by OP insecticides^^. 
However, one must be concerned not only with amounts of 
charge but also the relative locatIons of the charges. The re­
striction of the rotation about the C(l)-0(1) bond allows brom­
ophos (and conceivably bromophos oxon) less flexibility In re­
acting with the OP active site(s) on AChE and Is manifested In 
the mammalian LDso value of 3.750-6,100 mg-kg"^"'"', which Is at 
least 2-3 times greater than for most OP insecticides. Consis­
tent with this, the P***H(2) Intramolecular distance of 5.52 8 
and the P***H(1) intramolecular distance of 3.29 8, for example, 
fall well outside of the mammalian AChE site-separation dis­
tance range of 4.3-4.7 yet the P***H(2) distance of 
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5.52 8 is well within the 5.0-5.5 and 4.5-5-9 ranges 
quoted for Insect AChE. As noted before, any distance compari­
sons to literature values should still be reasonably good even 
though the characteristics of the actual OP site are not 
1 2 known . The observed disparity in insect v s .  mammalian LDso 
s k  
values typical of many OP insecticides may be attributable, 
in part, to an inherently small selective range of favorable 
intramolecular distances afforded by the OP to provide a 
"match" with the isozymes of AChE. Restriction of the impor­
tant distances in bromophos serves to further limit any inhibi­
tion reaction. Presumably bromophos oxon, which is present 
in vivOf has a conformation similar to that of bromophos. In 
addition, the conformation of bromophos (or any other thiophos-
phate) will be intimately responsible for the oxon's formation. 
Accordingly, selective design of an OP (or carbamate) sys­
tem should be possible, if the OP site would be similar to the 
ACh site, one could use a modified Krupka-type^^ model. Using 
this model the design should contain an immobile phosphorus (or 
carbonyl carbon) and a 6(+) function (-H, -N(CH3)t, etc.), en­
hanced by judiciously selected electron withdrawing substitu-
ents, at a distance chosen to fully utilize the disparity in 
mammalian vs. insect AChE sites as well as the disparities in 
the isozymes of AChE. This latter idea may make it possible to 
make an insecticide "species specific". If Krupka's model is 
insufficient as an OP model (and it probably is), the presented 
distances will be of immense help in deducing the true OP site. 
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THE CRYSTAL AND MOLECULAR 
STRUCTURE OF RUELENE 
IntroductI on 
The crystal and molecular structure of Ruelene (0^(4-tert-
Butyl-2-ch1orophenyl) -0^-methyl -N-methyl phosphoroamidate), 
(H3CO) (H3CNH)P(0)0C6H3CilC (CHalj, was carried out to investigate 
any differences and/or similarities to the previous structures 
resulting from the replacement of meta and para chlorines in 
ronnel by a hydrogen and t-buty1 group, respectively. The 
former would provide two meta hydrogens, and hence two P'**meta 
hydrogen vectors, and the latter would supply a bulky group 
having a different Hammett a value than the halogens studied 
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thus far. The reported LD50 for rats is 770 mg*kg" 
Exper i menta1 
Prepara t i o n .— A sample of 99% pure Ruelene supplied by 
P. A. Dahm and J. G. Laveglia was recrystal1ized from reagent 
grade carbon tetrachloride. It was necessary to evaporate the 
solution to dryness to obtain the colorless species. 
Crys ta l  Da t a .— A rectangular prismatic crystal with 
approximate dimensions 0.03 x 0.40 x 0.50 mm was selected and 
mounted on the end of a glass fiber using Elmer's Glue-All. 
The crystal was then mounted on a four-circle dIffractometer; 
three w-osc Illation photographs taken at various % and set­
tings Indicated that the crystal was indeed single. 
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From these photographs sixteen independent reflections 
were selected and their coordinates were input into an auto-
2 9 
matic indexing program . The reduced cell and reduced cell 
scalars which resulted indicated triclinic symmetry, which was 
confirmed by inspection of w-osci11 at ion photographs taken 
about each of the three axes in turn. No axis showed mirror 
symmetry. Observed layer-line spacings agreed, within experi­
mental error, with those predicted for this cell by the index­
ing program. 
The lattice constants were obtained from a least-squares 
refinement based on the precise ±26 ( 1201 > 30°) measurements 
of twenty-two strong independent reflections. At 27°C using 
Mo Ka radiation (X = 0.70954 R) they are a = 9.506(2), h = 
11.826(3), c = 7.277(1) %, a = 106.90(2), g = 91.86(3), ï = 
105.11(3)°. The observed density of 1.30 ± 0.03 g*cm~^ deter­
mined by the flotation method is in good agreement with the 
calculated value of 1.292 g*cm~® for two molecules with a 
molecular weight of 292.1 g«mol"^ in a unit cell having a vol­
ume of 750.49 . 
Col l ec t i on  and  Redue t - i on  o f  X - ray  I n t ens i t y  Da ta ,— The 
data were collected at 27°C with graphite monochromated Mo Ka 
radiation on an automated four-circle diffractometer designed 
and built in the Ames Laboratory and previously described by 
Rohrbaugh and Jacobson^^. All data within a 29 sphere of 45° 
((sin6)/X = 0.539 8"^) in the hk&, hk&, hk2 and îTkS, octants 
were measured using an w-stepscan technique. 
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As a general check on electronic and crystal stability, 
the intensities of three standard reflections were remeasured 
every seventy-five reflections. These standard reflections 
were not observed to vary significantly throughout the entire 
period of data collection 2 days). Hence a decomposition 
correction was unnecessary. A total of 2993 reflections were 
recorded in this manner. Examination of the data did not re­
veal any systematic extinctions. As a Howells, Phillips and 
Rogers^^ plot indicated a centrosymmetric space group, the 
space group was assigned as PI. 
The intensity data were corrected for Lorentz and polari­
zation effects and, since u = 3.64 cm~^, absorption corrections 
were not made; maximum and minimum transmission factors were 
0.897 and 0.834, respectively. The estimated variance in each 
intensity was calculated by 
of = C, + 2C„ + (0.03 + (0.03 C_):, 
I : Lf • D 
where Cy and Cg represent the total and background counts, re­
spectively, and the factor 0.03 represents an estimate of non-
statistical errors. The estimated deviations in the structure 
•a 2 
factors were calculated by the finite difference method . 
Equivalent data were averaged and 1632 reflections with 
1I >2. 5(7(F^) were retained for use in subsequent calculations. 
The data will be found in the 1978 supplementary material sec­
tion of J. Agric. Food Chem. See any current masthead page for 
ordering the information. 
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Solution and Ref i nement 
The position of the chlorine atom was obtained from an 
analysis of a standard three-dimensional Patterson function. 
The remaining atoms were found by successive structure factor^^ 
3 k  
and electron density map calculations . These atomic posi­
tions were subsequently refined by a full-matrix least-squares 
procedure^^ minimizing the function Eo) ( | [ - | | ) ^ , where w = 
l/Cp. This refinement yielded a conventional discrepancy fac­
tor of R = ZI IF^I - IF^I I/I IF^I = 0.178. At this stage of the 
refinement all eighteen non-hydrogen atoms had been refined 
using isotropic thermal parameters. The scattering factors 
used were those of Hanson, e t  a t . ^ ^  modified for the real and 
37 imaginary parts of anomalous dispersion . The scattering 
As factor tables for hydrogen were those of Stewart, e t  a l .  
Ring hydrogen atom positions were fixed at 0.95 8 from the 
corresponding carbons. Analysis of an electron density differ-
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ence map did not reveal either the individual methyl or amide 
hydrogen positions. The methyl hydrogens were inserted in 
approximately tetrahedral positions using the precise positions 
of the corresponding methyl carbon and the non-hydrogen atom 
bonded immediately to the methyl carbon. The methyl C-H dis­
tances were set equal to 1.0 8; all isotropic hydrogen temper­
ature factors were set equal to 4.5 . As the amide hydrogen 
did not appear in the electron density map, conformational 
disordering is likely. The amide hydrogen was not included in 
least-squares refinements and is not shown in any of the fig­
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ures. 
In the final stages of refinement, analysis of the weights, 
w ,  w a s  p e r f o r m e d  v i a  t h e  r e q u i r e m e n t  t h a t  ( V = j ] 1  -  1 ] j )  
should be a constant function of jF^j and (sin9)/X^^. As re­
flections at very low and very high (sin0)/X were somewhat 
overweighted, all w's were subsequently adjusted. 
Subsequent anisotropic least-squares refinement without 
varying the hydrogen parameters converged to R = 0.074. Since 
this procedure yielded slightly different non-hydrogen atom 
positions, all of the hydrogen positions were recalculated. 
Further refinement cycles did not significantly alter any 
atomic parameters and the discrepancy factor did not change. 
The final positional and thermal parameters are listed in 
T a b l e  X I I I .  S t a n d a r d  d e v i a t i o n s  w e r e  c a l c u l a t e d  f r o m  t h e  i n ­
verse matrix of the final least-squares cycle. Bond lengths 
and angles are listed in Table XiV and Table Xv, respective-
3 g 
1 y . Dihedral angles and least-square planes are listed in 
T a b l e  X V I .  
Peser iption of Structure and D iscuss ion 
The phenoxy group in Ruelene shown in Figures 8 and 9^^ 
is, as expected, essentially planar (c/. Table XVI, Plane II). 
I n  a d d i t i o n ,  t h e  t - b u t y l  g r o u p  i s  n e a r l y  s y m m e t r i c a l l y  d i s ­
posed about C(4) as shown in Table XVI, Plane III and Figure 8. 
Referring to Table XV it is noted that angles of the type 
0 ( 2 ) = P - 0  o r  N  a r e  a l l  g r e a t e r  t h a n  t h e  t e t r a h e d r a l  a n g l e  o f  
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Table XIII. Final atomic positional^ and thermal^ parameters 
for Ruelene 
Fractional Coordinates Atomic Temperature Factors 
Atom y z 
^11 e '22 ®33 812 *13 *23 
CI 0.0870(2)C 0. 0159(1) 0 .  2456(2) 26.8(3) 9 .  3(1) 42.7(5) 1.2(1) -14.4(3) 2.2(1) 
P 0.0517(1) 0 .  3630(1) 0 .  2406(1) 14.6(1) 9 .  ,6(1) 23-7(3) 2.6(1) 0.2(1) 5.6(1) 
0(1) 0.1487(3) 0 .  2653(3) 0. 2162(4) 18.1(5) 1 0 .  9(3) 22.5(7) 4.9(3) -0.1(4) 4.7(3) 
0(2) 0.11123(1) 0 .  4909(3) 0 .  3252(5) 19.2(5) 1 0 .  5(3) 33.6(9) 3.7(3) 2.4(5) 6.9(4) 
0(3) -0.0145(3) • 0. 3246(3) 0 .  0256(4) 16.5(4) 14. ,9(4) 26.8(8) 4.1(3) -0.1(5) 8.6(4) 
C(l) 0.2327(5) 0. 2582(4) 0. 3706(6) 14.8(6) 10. ,2(4) 19-9(9) 3.4(4) 0.4(6) 4.4(5) 
C(2) 0.2132(5) 0. 1449(4) 0. 3990(6) 16.2(6) B. 2(4) 26(1) 2-3(4) -2.8(7) 2.4(5) 
C(3) 0.2975(5) 0. 1335(4) 0 .  5470(7) 17.0(7) 8. ,4(4) 27(1) 3.1(4) -2.0(7) 5.0(5) 
C(lt) 0.»049(%) 0 .  2342(4) 0. 6712(6) 12.9(5) 9 .  6(4) 21.9(9) 2.9(4) 1.5(5) 4.5(5) 
C(5) 0.11222(5) 0. ,3460(4) 0 .  6364(7) 16.4(7) 10, .1(4) 27(1) -0.1(4) -1.9(7) 4.8(6) 
C(6) 0-3355(5) 0 .  3583(4) 0 .  4903(7) 17.3(7) 9, .7(4) 28(1) 1.2(4) -3.2(7) 7.8(6) 
C(7) 0.11997(5) 0. ,2209(4) 0 .  , 8 3 3 6 ( 6 )  13.4(6) 11, .2(4) 25(1) 3.3(4) 1.1(5) 5-7(5) 
0(8) 0.4152(9) 0. ,1246(9) 0 .  ,914(1) 27(1) 29(1) 61(3) -4(1) -13(1) 31(1) 
C(9) 0.544(1) 0. ,3357(7) 0 .  998(1) 63(3) 17(1) 46(2) 4(1) -33(2) 7(1) 
0(10) 0.630(1) 0. 189(1) 0 .  ,755(1) 36(1) 66(3) 38(2) 38(2) 4(1) 15(2) 
0(11) -0.1815(6) 0 ,  .2013(5) 0. 3061(9) 19.3(9) 13 .8(6) 35(1) -0.2(6) 2.7(9) 7.5(8) 
0(12) 0.0727(7) 0 .  . 3 4 3 8 ( 6 )  - 0 .  1242(8) 22.6(9) 1 8  .0(7) 25(1) 6.7(7) 2.4(9) 9.5(8) 
N -0.0793(5) 0. 3242(3) 0 .  3604(6) 17.9(6) 10 .8(4) 32(1) 1.1(4) 3.6(5) 5.9(5) 
H(l) 0.2823 0 ,  .0552 0 ,  .5645 45 
H(2) 0.4952 0 ,  .4164 0 .  . 7 1 5 6  45 
K(3) 0.3496 0, .4367 0 ,  •4733 45 
C8H(1) 0.3244 0 .0741 0 . 8 2 5 1  45 
CSH(2-, 0.3882 0 ,  1, • 043' 
C8K(3) 0.4765 0 ^ 723 0 ,  .928: 
C9H(2) 0.4781 c, . 3675 0, .9910 
C9H(2) 0.5369 0 ,  • 3152 1, • 1226 4 5  
09K(3) 0.647U 0 .3619 Ù  • 9^47 - 5  
ClOK(l) 0.6622 0  .2332 0  .6593 4 5  
C10H(2) 0.7111 0 .2154 0  .8632 4 5  
010H(3) 0 . 6 0 6 3  0  . 0 9 8 9  0  .6919 4 5  
CllH(l) -0.2831 0  .2076 0  . 3 2 3 7  4 5  
C11H(2) -0.1543 0  .1550 0  .3501 4 5  
011K(3) - 0 . 1 7 6 8  c  . 1 5 6 8  0  .1683 4 5  
C12H(1) 0.0879 0  .4300 - 0  .1268 4 5  
C12H(2) 0.1695 0  .3298 - 0  .0995 4 5  
012K(3) 0.0214 0  . 2 8 5 1  - 0  .2513 4 5  
^ The positional parameters for all atoms are rr^presented ir. fractional unit cell coordinates. 
" The are defined by; T - exp{-(h'Bj^ + . IT 
only the column is listed, this corresponds to an isotropic temperature factor. All hydrcger 
Isotropic 3*s have been set equal to ^.5 . :.*on-hydroger. thermal parameter: are (xlCM; hydrogen, (xl-). 
^ In this and succeeding tables estimated standard deviations are given in parentheses for the 
least significant figures and include the error In the lattice constant:. Since the hydrogens 
were not refined, no standard deviations are giver. 
Table XIV. Selected Interatomic distances {%) for Ruelene 
Bonding Distances l'on-Eondlng Distances 
C(l)-C(2) 
C(2)-C(3) 
C(3)-C(M) 
C(4)-C(5) 
C(5)-C(6) 
C(6)-C(l) 
C(l)-0(1) 
C(2)-Ct 
C(3)-H(l) 
C(4)-C(7) 
C(5)-H(2) 
C(6)-H(3) 
P-O(l) 
P-0(2) 
P-0{3) 
P-N 
0(3)-C(12) 
N-C(ll) 
1.381(7) 
1.380(7) 
1.'100(7) 
1.387(7) 
1.383(7) 
1.367(7) 
1.392(6) 
1.727(5) 
0.9%7(5) 
1.531(6) 
0.918(5) 
0.918(5) 
1 . 6 1 1 ( 3 )  
1.H59(M) 
1.566(4) 
1.611(5) 
1.126(7) 
1.156(7) 
'3' 
Interaction 
Ct-•.0(1) 
C(ll)Hg..P 
CdDHj- ••0(1) 
C(ll)H2'^ -0(3) 
• P 
•0(1)  
•0 (2 )  
C(8)H2'••H(l) 
CdOHj-.-Hd) 
C(9)H3^ *^ H(2) 
C(10)Hj^ .^ H(2) 
H(3)^ -'0(2) 
P^ .^ H(l) 
P---H(.'') 
P'''H(3) 
j 
C(12)H3-
C(12)H, • 
C(12)H: 
H. • 
C(6)^--0(2) 
via 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intrarolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intranolecular 
Intramolecular 
Intrarolecular 
Intramolecular 
Observed 
Distance 
2.925(1) 
2.700(6) 
jU169(7) 
3.090(7) 
2^613(6 )  
3^015(6) 
3^180(7) 
2 .605(8)  
2U330(12) 
2 . 5 8 7 ( 8 )  
3-311(12) 
2.525(1);2.46* 
5 . 6 8 0 ( 2 )  
5.127(2) 
3 . 0 0 6 ( 2 )  
3.126(7) 
Total van der Waals 
Dlstance(Pauling39) 
3 .20  
3.9 
3.1 
3^ 1 
3.9 
3.1 
3.1 
3.2 
3.2 
3.2 
3.2 
2 . 6  
(3.1) 
(3.1) 
(3.1) 
3.2 h 
V/1 
C(7)-C(8) 
C(7)-C(9) 
C(7)-C(10) 
1.193(9) 
1.180(10)  
1.173(10) 
Cf-C(12)H3 
Ct..-Ci 
C(10)H]' • -CdDHj 
CdO)H, 
C(12)H 
•0(3) 
•0 (2 )  
center of 
Inversion 
center of 
inversion 
1 cell In X 
1 cell in X and z 
center + 1 cell in ^  
3.913(7) 
3.761(3) 
3.800(12)  
3.568(12) 
3.700(7) 
3 . 8 0  
3 . 6 0  
1 . 0  
3.1 
3.1 
® Using a C(6)-proton distance of 1.08 8 (Sutton^^) 
Bond!** 
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Table XV. Bond angles (degrees) for Ruelene 
Angle Degrees 
C(l)-C(2)-C(3) 120.2(4) 
C(2)-C(3)-C(4) 121.9(4) 
C(3)-C(U)-C(5) 116.1(4) 
C(4)-C(5)-C(6) 122.2(4) 
C(5)-C(6)-C(l) 120.4(4) 
C(6)-C(l)-C(2) 119.2(4) 
0(1)-C(1)-C{2) 118.5(4) 
0(1)-C(1)-C(6) 122.3(4) 
C«-C(2)-C(l) 120.2(4) 
Cl-C(2)-C(3) 119.5(4) 
H(l)-C(3)-C(2) 118.9(5) 
H(l)-C(3)-C(4) 119.1(4) 
C(7)-C(4)-C(3) 121.8(4) 
C(7)-C(4)-C(5) 122.0(4) 
H(2)-C(5)-C(4) 118.9(5) 
H(2)-C(5)-C(6) 118.9(5) 
H(3)-C(6)-C(5) 119.8(5) 
H(3)-C(6)-C(l) 119.8(5) 
C(4)-C(7)-C(8) 110.9(4) 
C(4)-C(7)-C(9) 111.5(5) 
C(4)-C(7)-C(10) 108.5(5) 
C(8)-C(7)-C(9) 105.3(7) 
C(8)-C(7)-C(10) 110.8(9) 
C(9)-C(7)-C(10) 109.8(9) 
C(l)-0(1)-P 12?.8(3) 
0(l)-P-0(2) 113.7(2) 
0(2)-P-0(3) 116.4(2) 
0(2)-P-N 113.0(2) 
0(l)-P-0(3) 98.8(2) 
0(1)-P-N 108.1(2) 
0(3)-P-N 105.7(2) 
P-0(3)-C(12) 121.6(4) 
P-N-C(ll) 123.4(4) 
P-0(2) . . .H(3) 94.2(2); 119.2® 
P-0(2).''C(12)b 101-9(2) 
C(2)-Ct---C(12)C 143.9(2) 
P-0(3)--'C(10)d 138.0(3) 
C(6)-H(3)-'-0(2)i 118.S 
^ Using a C(6)-proton distance of 1.08 8 (Sutton®^) 
b Through center + one cell in 
® Through center. 
One cell in x and z. 
Table XVI. Dihedral angles (degrees) and least-squares planes 
Planet Defined by: 
C(l)-C(3)-C(5>; 0(1)-0(3)-N 
P-0(l)-C(l)[ C(l)-C(3)-C(5) 
P-0(l)-0{2); 0(l)-C(l)-P 
0<1)-C<l>-P; 0(1)-0(3>-M 
C<l)-C<3)-C(5); 0(l)-P.H 
Dihedral Angles of Planes 
89.1(2) 
53.1(3) 
57.1(1) 
1*11.^(3) 
102.6(2) (away from H(3)) 
Plane (I) defined by carbons (1.6): 
(0.75594) X • (-0.020612) Y • (-0.62135) Z 
Atoa 
C(l) 
C(2) 
0(3) 
C(ft) 
C(5) 
C(6) 
(-0.55619) • 0 
Distance from Plane (8) 
0.0004 
0.0013 
-0.0026 
-0.0037 
0.0085 
>0.0068 
Plane(ll) defined by all twelve phenoxy group necbers: 
(0.76106) X • (-0.20331) Y • (-0.61599) Z - (-0.51205) • Plane (III)*' defined by 0(1), C(l), C(1), C(7), C(10) and N% (0.46638) X * (0.61991) Y * (0.21126) Z - (2.90656) • 0 
Atom Distance from Plane (8) Distance from Plane (%) Atom Distance from Plane (%) 
C(l) -0.0161 C(7) 0.01)0 0(1) -0.0155 
C(2) -0.0160 H(2) 0.03^3 C(l) 0.0181 
c(3) 
-0.0159 H(3) -0.027*1 c(i) 0.0003 
C(1) 
-O.OO6O C(8) -0.7131 C(7) -0.0083 
c(5) 0.0096 C(9) -0.6626 c(io) 0.0036 
C(6) 
-0.0127 P -1.0238 N 0.0018 
0(1) 0.0211 0(2) -1.0537 
ct 0.0319 0(3) -0.1948 
H(l) Plane(V)^ defined by F, C(2), C(6) ai.d CO: -0.0192 (-0.61217) X 4 (-0.07''60) V • (0.78720) 2 - (C.Si. 
Plane(IV)" defined by P 
(0.81180) X • (O.55I5I) 
Atom 
P 
0(1) 
0(3) 
C(l) 
Distance from 
0.0025 
0.0065 
-0.0017 
-0.0063 
, 0(1), 0(3) and C(l): 
y • (-0.18295) Z - (1.97098) 
plane (X) 
Atom 
P 
0(1)  
0 ( 2 )  
CCD 
C(6) 
H(3) 
Distance from Plane (R) 
0.0396 
-0.5352 
-0.033^ 
-0.0125 
0.0360 
-0.2090 
U1 
00 
Plane (VI)° defined by N» P, 0(3). and C(12): 
(-9.172L9) X • (0.97126) Y • (0.16101) Z -(3.77236) • 0 
i^on 
)l 
P 
0(3) 
C(12) 
Distance fron Piano (X) 
-0.0032 
0.0022 
0.0052 
-0.0011 
Plane (VII)*' defined by C(ll), F and C(:>: 
(-0.53181;) X • (0.63700) Y • (-0.0580?) : - (1.233'^5) -
At or. 
C(ll) 
N 
P 
0(2)  
Distance fron Plane (%) 
-O.CO36 
0.0012 
0.C026 
-C.CO32 
®Anp.le5 correspord to proper orientation shown in Figures 8 and 9 » ®o that the phosphorus and 0(2) are 
tolh directed towards the H(3) side of the ring. 
^PUr.es are defined ao c,X • c.Y • c?:-d-0, when, X. Y and 7. are Cirtesltn coordinâtes which are 
related to thr trlclinlè celKcoordlnates (x, y, z) by the transformations: 
X " xa clr.Y * sc((cosB-coaoco8Y)/8lny) 
Y • xa cost • yb • zc  coao ^ 
Z  •  t c ( ( | - c o f t ' " o-cos^ $-cos^ Y *?coaacos8cosY) Vslnv). 
Q II fto.ûs// 
|\J C[_(-0./6/J 
H  I  
(-0.034) 
C \(*O.I52)^  
(*1.240) 
P  
C,H (-0.024) 
(-0.3B5) 
C,f(*0059j 
Q^ (*0.0/S) 
C I O  
(-0.0/2) CI2 
(*0.123) 
H3 (*0.031) 02 (-0.502) 
vn 
KS> 
C9 
(-0.018) 
00 (-0.04$) 
C 5^ 0.0/3) 
l-j^ (*C>.0//) 
Figure 8. The RueIene molecule showing 50% probability ellipsoids; 30% for hydrogens. 
For clarity, the methyl hydrogens are not shown. The numbers In parenthe­
ses refer to partial charge densities from a CNDO II calculation. 
Figure 9. View of two adjacent unit cells In the a direction. 
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109.47°. Those angles about the phosphorus not involving 0(2) 
are all less than 109.47°. This was also noted with ronnel, 
42 
ronnel oxon, bromophos and Coroxon 
With the exception of the very weak Coulombic interactions 
CS,--•C(12)H3, C(10)H3* • *0(3) and C (l 2) H3 • • «0 (2) , packing in the 
Ruelene crystal can be regarded as primarily van der Waals in 
nature; only a few short intermolecular contacts are observed 
{af. Tables XIV and XV and Figure 8). 
The C(l)-0(1) bond in Ruelene is significantly ('^ 5 o )  
shorter than the single methoxy C-0 bond {of. Table XIV), 
while the P-O(l) bond is >5a longer than the P-0(3) bond. 
These observations, which when coupled with a CNDO II molec-
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ular orbital calculation of the Pop 1e and Beveridge type, 
are consistent with a bonding formulation in which there is a 
weak overlap of the p^ orbital on the oxygen with the ring sys­
tem which simultaneously weakens the 0(1)-P bond. The îatter 
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effect should enhance phosphorylation . The corresponding 
P-0 and C-0 bond lengths in Ruelene, ronnel oxon and Coroxon 
(another phosphate) are within 3cJ of being identical, while 
only slight differences are noted in comparison with the th i o-
phosphate ronnel. 
As with ronnel, ronnel oxon and bromophos, the phosphorus 
in Ruelene is on the H(3) side of a plane which is perpendicu­
lar to the ring and contains the C(1)-0(1) bond. However, the 
doubly-bonded moiety in Ruelene (0(2)) is not skewed towards 
the ortho chlorine as are the sulfur atoms in ronnel and bromo-
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phos. The H(3)« « «0(2) and C(6)'*'0(2) distances of 2.46 and 
3.13 8, respectively, and the P-0 (2) • • • H (3 ) and C,(6)-H(3) 
0(2) angles of 119.2 and 118.8°, respectively , suggest the 
existence of a weak intramolecular hydrogen bond, assuming sp^ 
hybridization on 0(2). The 0(2) -P-0 (1 ) angle is smaller 
than both the 0(2)-P-0(3) and the previously reported S-P-O(l) 
angles possibly as a result of the hydrogen bond tending to 
draw 0(2) towards H(3). Consequently, the phosphorus would 
tend to be restricted to a limited range of possible positions. 
The formation of a six-membered ring in a distorted "boat" 
conformation can be envisioned with the P, 0(2) H(3) and C(1) 
atoms making up a nearly planar grouping (<?/. Figure 8 and 
Table XVI, Plane V). 
The possibility of additional intramolecular hydrogen or 
van der Waal s bonds, occurring simultaneously with the H(3)*** 
0(2) bond, involving the amide hydrogen and any of the neigh­
boring 1 one pairs, though, is ruled out since either of the 
probable hydrogen positions would be directed away from the 
lone pairs, assuming sp^ hybridization for the singly-bonded 
oxygens and sp^ for 0(2) {of. Figure 8 and Planes VI and VII of 
Table XVI). This is consistent with the observation that the 
amide hydrogen does not appear in the difference map; it is not 
restricted to any one configuration. 
To further substantiate the possibility of a reasonably 
immobilized backbone in this molecule, CNDO 11 molecular orbi-
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kl ta 1 calculations were carried out for Ruelene In order to ob­
tain Information on the change In the potential energy surface 
as a function of incremental rotations about the C(l)-0{1) or 
0(1)-P bonds. To accomplish the calculations with the program 
used, though, it was necessary to "replace" the t-buty1 group 
with a methyl function. In the case of rotation about the 
0(1)-P bond, the C (6)-C (1 )-0(1)-P angle was kept at 53»1° 
{i.e. the angle in the solid state). Results of this calcula­
tion are shown in Figure 10. 
Since these results were obtained using CNDO methods, the 
absol ute values of the energies and charges, as well as the 
differences in energies, are not as exact as with ah initio 
calculations. The latter methods are extremely cost-prohibi­
tive and are usually unavailable for this size of a problem. 
Although admittedly approximate, the energies and charges ob­
tained in this CNDO il calculation certainly give better than 
"order of magnitude" information, especially since d-orbital 
contributions are included for the phosphorus and chlorine 
atoms. 
The minimum in Figure 10 coincides with a C(1)-0(1)-P-0(2) 
angle which is only 'v9° greater than the observed angle of 
57.1°. This discrepancy is not too surprising since Figure 10 
represents an uncoupled degree of freedom and because of the 
approximate nature of the calculations. Unfortunately, as a 
consequence of the approximations used in the CNDO method, the 
corresponding calculated potential energy curve for the rota-
-171.5815 
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Figure 10. Total energy vs. C(1)-0(1)-P-0(2) dihedral angle from CNDO calculations. 
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t i on about the C(l)-0(l) bond is inconclusive. However, the 
atomic van der Waals radii of C& and H(3) do provide a limit to 
rotation about the C(l)-0(1) bond, Looki ng at this rotation is 
most conveniently accomplished by using a three-dimensional 
model so that concurrent rotations about other bonds may also 
be performed. It turns out that the solid state structure 
corresponds almost exactly to the P/H(3) van der Waals limit 
while the P - » * C& interaction is 'v-l 8 greater than the sum of 
their van der Waals radii. So, the calculations and van der 
Waals restrictions seem to make the solid state structure a 
plausible in vivo model. 
As discussed previously, both charge density and placement 
are critical to inhibition. Using the CNDO II method, approxi­
mate values for the charge density distribution in Rue 1ene can 
be computed, the results of which are shown in Figure 8. Exam­
ination of this figure and Table X!V shows that the 
(5.68 8), P---H(2) (5.13 8), P---C(3) (4.91 8),P---C(4) (5.29 8) 
and P"'"C(5) (4.53 8) pairs are quite interesting in this 
regard. Again, these distances are presented as examples of 
distances which, because of the OP's similarity in size to ACh, 
should still be useful to compare to literature values. Rota­
tion primarily about the C(1)-0(1) bond to the van der Waals 
limit on the C& side of the molecule would yield the following 
P 5( + ) distances: P-'-H(l), 5.5 8; P'-'H(2), 5.3 8; P-*-C(3), 
4.8 8; P---C(4), 5.2 8; P""C(5), 4.6 8. That is, even if ro­
tations occur the P » » « 5(+) distances do not vary by more than 
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±0.2 8 from the solid state distance, which should be preferred 
on a "time-averaged" basis. 
These distances could be important since the range of ACh 
active site-separation distances for insect AChE is 5.0-5.5 
or 4.5-5.9 Therefore nearly all of the pairs presented 
may enter into the inhibition process as reactive species. The 
similarities in partial charge of all of the partner atoms to 
phosphorus do not help to rule out any pair entirely. In addi­
tion, the distances of all but one of the five pairs fall out­
side of the mammalian AChE distance range of 4.3-4.7 
On the other hand, these site-separation ranges alone essential­
ly rule out P***C(7) (6.79 8) and P***H(3) (3.01 %) as primary 
inhibition factors for either form of AChE. On the basis of 
steric factors the P***meta hydrogen pair(s) would have been 
the most plausible of the reactive moieties (assuming Krupka's^^ 
model). This all seems, though, to be !n accord with the some­
what elevated mammalian (rat) LD50 of 770-1000 mg«kg~^^^ thus 
making Ruelene more of a "specific" OP insecticide than, say, 
49 the non-specific OP azinphos-methy1 
The observed disparity in insect vs. mammalian L D 5 0  values 
54 typical of many OP insecticides appears to be attributable, 
in part, to the inherently small selective range of favorable 
intramolecular distances afforded by the OP to provide a "match" 
with the isozymes of AChE. Restrictions of both the important 
distances and the possible steric conformations in Ruelene 
serve to further specify any inhibition reaction route, as well 
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to possibly narrow the predicted active site-separation dis­
tance ranges, thus giving a better idea of the topography and 
possible distortions of the OP active site on AChE. If the 
Ruelene molecule were not "semi-rigid", rotational freedom 
about the C(1)-0(l) bond would cause the P***H(1) distance, for 
exapmle, to vary by 'V'±0.7 8; P«'*H(2), by '\'±0.9 R. Parallel to 
this the possible conformations would have different overall 
steric properties. 
It is noteworthy that since, as a phosphate, Ruelene will 
not undergo in vivo oxidation, as the thiophosphate compounds 
can, it is likely therefore that Ruelene, with the presented 
structure, is the predominant AChE inhibitor. 
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THE CRYSTAL AND MOLECULAR 
STRUCTURE OF FOSPIRATE 
Introduct ion 
Thus far the studies have centered on homonuci ear ring 
systems. However a number of commercially useful OP's have 
heteronuclear rings. Therefore, it now is quite appropriate to 
investigate some of these insecticides. The first such struc­
ture is that of fospirate (0_, 0_-d i methyl 0_-3 , 5 » 6-tr i ch 1 oro-2-
pyr idyl phosphate), (H3C0)2P(0)0C5NHC&3. Fospirate has an LDso 
of 225 and 263 mg-kg'^ for male and female CD-I mice, respec­
tively^®. 
Exper imenta1 
Cvystat Data.— From a 99+% pure sample of the title com­
pound, supplied by D. W. Osborne, a rectangular prismatic crys­
tal with approximate dimensions 0.20 x 0.23 x 0.30 mm was se­
lected and mounted on the end of a glass fiber using Elmer's 
Glue-All. The crystal was then mounted on a four-circle dif-
fractometer and three w-osc illation photographs were taken at 
various x and ({> settings, and verified that the crystal was 
Indeed single. 
From these photographs fifteen independent reflections 
were selected and their coordinates were Input into an auto-
29 
matic indexing program . The reduced cell scalars which re­
sulted Indicated monoclinic symmetry, which was confirmed by 
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inspection of u-osci11 at ion photographs taken about each of the 
three axes In turn. Only the b axis showed a mirror plane. 
Observed layer-line spacings agreed, within experimental error, 
with those predicted for this cell by the indexing program. 
The lattice constants were obtained from a least-squares 
refinement based on the precise ± 26 (|28| > 30°) measurements 
of twenty-five strong independent reflections. At 27°C using 
M o  K a  ( X  =  0 . 7 0 9 5 4  8 )  t h e y  a r e  a  =  1 2 . 2 6 7 ( 5 ) ,  h  =  8 . 6 8 5 ( 1 ) ,  
a = 14.102(6) % and 6 = 126.62(3)°. The observed density of 
1.67(2) g-cm'® determined by the flotation method is in good 
agreement with the calculated value of 1.688 g-cm"^ for four 
molecules with a molecular weight of 306.46 g «molin a unit 
cell having a volume of 1205-83 . 
Cotleotion and Reduct'ion of X-ray Intensity Data.— The 
data were collected at 27°C with graphite-monochromated Mo Ka 
radiation on an automated four-circle diffTactometer designed 
and built in the Ames Laboratory and previously described by 
Rohrbaugh and Jacobson^^. All data within a 26 sphere of 45° 
((sin6)/X = 0.539 8"^) in the hk& and hk& octants were measured 
using an w-stepscan technique. 
As a general check on electronic and crystal stability, 
the intensities of three standard reflections were remea su red 
every seventy-five reflections. These standard reflections 
were not observed to vary significantly throughout the entire 
period of data collection ('V'2 days). Hence, a decomposition 
correction was unnecessary. A total of 2424 reflections were 
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recorded In this manner. Examination of the data revealed the 
following systematic absences: hO& when S. » 2n + 1 and OkO 
k = 2n + 1. These absences uniquely determine the space group 
as P2^/c. 
Ths Intensity data were corrected for Lorentz and polari­
zation effects and, since y = 8.84 cm"^, absorption corrections 
were not made; maximum and minimum transmission factors were 
0.838 and 0.767. respectively. The estimated variance in each 
intensity was calculated by: 
af = + 2Cg + (0.03Cy)^ + (0.03Cg)^, 
where and Cg represent the total and background counts, 
respectively, and the factor 0.03 represents an estimate of 
non-statistical errors. The estimated deviations in the struc-
32 ture factors were calculated by the finite difference method . 
Equivalent data were averaged and 1114 reflections with 
j j >2. 5cr (r^) were retained for use in subsequent calculations. 
During later work it was discovered that ten large reflections 
suffered from secondary extinction effects. These data were 
eliminated from the final stages of refinement. The data will 
be found In the 1977 supplementary material section of J. Agric. 
Food Chem. See any current masthead page for ordering the in­
formation. 
Solut ion and Ref i nement 
The pos r t ion of a chlorine was obtained from an analysis 
of a standard three-dimensional Patterson function. The re-
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tnaining atoms were found by successive structure factor^^ and 
electron density map calculations^^. These atomic positions 
were subsequently refined by a full-matrix least-squares pro­
cedure^^ minimizing the function Sco ( ] | -| ] ) ^ , where w=1/Op. 
This refinement yielded a conventional discrepancy factor of 
R = ZI IF^I - 1F^I I/ZIF^I = 0.125. At this stage of the refine­
ment all sixteen non-hydrogen atoms had been refined using iso­
tropic thermal parameters. The scattering factors used were 
those of Hanson, et modified for the real and imaginary 
37 parts of anomalous dispersion . The scattering factors for 
hS hydrogen were those of Stewart, et at. 
Analysis of an electron density difference map did not 
reveal either the ring or the methyl hydrogens. Consequently, 
the ring hydrogen atom position was fixed at 0.95 % from the 
corresponding carbon (C(3)). The methyl hydrogens were inser­
ted in approximately tetrahedral positions using the precise 
positions of the corresponding methyl carbon and the methoxy 
oxygen. The methyl C-H distances were set equal to 1.0 8; 
all isotropic hydrogen temperature factors were set equal to 
4.5 
Subsequent anisotropic least-squares refinement without 
varying the hydrogen parameters converged to R = 0.062. Since 
this procedure yielded slightly different non-hydrogen atom 
positions, all of the hydrogen positions were recalculated. 
Further refinement cycles did not significantly alter any 
atomic parameters and the discrepancy factor did not change. 
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The final positional and thermal parameters are listed in 
Table XVII. Standard deviations were calculated from the in­
verse matrix of the final least-squares cycle. Bond lengths 
and angles are listed in Table XVIII and Table XIX, respective­
ly, Dihedral angles and least-square planes are listed in 
Table XX. 
Peser i pt ion of Structure and Discussion 
The pyridoxyl group in fospirate, shown in Figures 11 and 
12^^, is essentially planar {af. Table XX, Plane II). For the 
most part, packing in the fospirate crystal can be regarded as 
either weakly Coulombic or van der Waal s in nature. The former 
is a manifestation of the charge density distribution within 
each Individual molecule and hence corroborates one's "chemical 
intuition" of atoms with ô(+) and ô(-) charges. The H(l)***0(2) 
interaction related via the two-fold screw operation serves as 
such an example (Figure 12 and Tables XVIII and XIX), while on 
the other hand, the N*-*C(7)H3 and C (6)H3 • •-0(^) interactions 
appear to be van der Waal s in character (Figure 12 and Table 
XVIII). 
The C(l)-0(l) bond in fospirate is significantly (^7a) 
shorter than the two methoxy C-0 bonds {af. Table XVIII), while 
the P-0(l) bond is the longest of the three P-0 bonds, being at 
least 6a longer than the other two. These observations, which 
when coupled with q CNDO II molecular orbital calculation 
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ble XVII. Final positional® and thermal^ parameters for 
fospirate 
Fractional Coordinates Atomic Temperature Factors 
Atom y z Sll ®22 ®33 ®12 ®13 *23 
Ct(l) 0.0378(3)° 0. 2057(3) 0. 1357(2) 21.8(1) 11.5(1) 13-5(3) 0.1(3) 11. ,2(3) -0.3(2) 
Ci(2) -0.3799(2) 0. 5855(1) -0. 0065(2) 11.1(3) 32.1(6) 15.1(3) -0.6(3) 8. ,0(2) 0.2(3) 
C4(3) -0.1786(2) 0. 8617(3) 0. ,0668(2) 17.2(3) 18.3(1) 11.1(3) 3-5(3) 9. 7(3) 2.9(2) 
P 0.3017(2) 0. 6125(2) 0. ,2661(2) 10.1(3) 18.3(1) 9.0(2) 0.5(3) 6. 3(2) 0.1(2) 
0(1) 0.1800(5) 0. 1959(6) 0. 1782(1) 11.7(7) 17.0(9) 12.0(5) -1.3(6) 7. ,6(5) -1.8(6) 
0(2) 0.3051(6) 0. 6550(6) 0. 3681(5) 11.1(7) 22(1) 5.1(5) 1.9(7) 6. ,9(5) 0.6(6) 
0(3) 0.1225(5) 0. 5200(7) 0. ,2878(5) 12.7(7) 21(1) 11.3(6) 2.3(7) 5. 3(6) 0.5(7) 
0(1) 0.2921(6) 0. 7160(6) 0, 1888(5) 18.8(9) 19(1) 1 3 . 6 ( 6 )  -1-3(3) 11. 8(6) 0.1(7) 
S 0.0016(6) 0. 6569(7) 0. ,1253(5) 10.8(9) 13(1) 10.C(6) -0.1(7) 6 ,  .2(6) -0.1(6) 
C(l) 0.0191(7) 0. 5162(9) 0. 1392(6) 10.9(9) 18(1) 6.7(6) -1.6(9) 5. 6(6) -0.1(7) 
C(2) -0.0281(8) 0. 3863(8) 0. 1119(7) 16(1) 13(1) 8.7(7) -2(1) 7. 5(8) -1.1(7) 
C(3) -0.1631(8) 0. 107(1) 0, .0696(7) 11(1) 19(2) 9 - 2(8) - 1 ( 1 )  7, .6(3) -2.2(8) 
C(1) -0.2126(8) 0. 556(1) 0, . 0 5 1 9 ( 6 )  12(1) 20(1) 9.0(7) -3(1) 6 .6(7) -0.5(3) 
C(5) -0.1217(9) 0. 6770(0) 0. 0613(7) 11(1) 15(1) 8.0(7) 2(1) 6 .8(7) 2.5(7) 
C(6) 0.157(1) 0. 371(1) 0, .3115(9) 17(1) 32(2) 1 6 ( 1 )  10(1) 9(1) 7(1) 
C(7) 0.251(1) 0. 900(1) 0 ,  . 1 9 6 6 ( 8 )  22(2) 15(1) 15(1) -1(1) 11(1) 1(1) 
H(l) -0.2210° 0 .  3216 0 ,  . 0 5 0 9  1.5 
C6H{1) 0.3711 0 .  ,3031 0 . 2 9 7 5  1 . 5  
C6H(2) 0.1898 0 .  3808 0 .1255 1.5 
C6H(3) 0 . 5 2 9 6  0 ,  , 3211 0 .3392 1.5 
C7K(1) 0.3326 0 .  9711 0 . 2 2 8 2  1 . 5  
C7H(2) 0.2265 0 .  . 9 0 0 2  0  .2507 1.5 
C7K(3) 0.1758 0 .  9352 I..5 
^ The positional parameters for all atoms are represented in fractional unit cell coordinates. 
'' The are defined by: T - expt-Ch^S.^ + + l/s.. + 2hkB., + 2h£.»,, + . If 
only the 6^^ column is listed» this corresponds to an isotropic tenperature factor. All hydrc^er 
Isotropic temperature factors have been set equal to ^.5 . .'."cn-hydrogen therral rarazeters 
arc (xl3*). 
® In this and sjcceeding tables vctirated j^ancard deviations arc- rlv-r. ir. : fc:- try-
least significant figures and Include the error in the lattice cor.:\ar.t:. LInct tr.e nydrocer.c 
were not refined, no standard deviations are riven. 
Table XVIII. Selected Interatomic distances (8) for fosplrate 
Bonding Distances 
C(l)-C(2) 1.38(1) Interaction via Observed Distance 
Total van der Waals og 
Distance (from Pauling ) 
C(2)-C(3) 1.39(1) Ct(l)...0(l) Intramolecular 2.917(5) 3.20 
C(3)-C(1) 1.39(1) C&(2)''-CA(3) Intramolecular 3.161(1) 3.60 
C(4)-C(5) 1.38(1) C(6)H3"••0(2) Intramolecular 3.21(1) 3.1 
C(5)-N 1-33(1) C(7)H3.-.0(2) Intramolecular 3.00(1) 3.1 
N-C(l) 1-30(1) 
N^^^0(2) Intramolecular 3.201(8) 2.9 
C(l)-0(1) 1-361(9) N'..0(1) Intramolecular 3.177(8) 2.9 
C(2)-C&(1) 1-709(8) N^^-C(7)H3 Intramolecular 3.31(1) 3.5 
C(3)-H(l) 0-950(8) 
C(1)-C«(2) 1-714(8) H(l)-••0(2) 
^1 2.119(5); 2.32* 2.6 
C(5)-C4(3) 1-725(8) C&(2)''^C1(2) reenter of Inversion, 
+ 1 cell In X and ^ 3.100(5) 3.60 
C(6)H3*-^0(1) 2^ + one cell In x 3.52(1) 3.1 
P-O(l) 1.609(5) 
P-0(2) 1.1)61(6) 
P-0(3) 1.519(6) 
P-0(4) 1.551(6) 
0(3)-C(6) 1.13(1) 
0(4)-C(7) 1.11(1) 
f-
® Using a C(6)-pi'oton distance of 1.08 X (Sutton^^) 
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Table XIX. Bond angles (degrees) for fospîrate 
Angle Degrees 
C(l)-C(2)-C(3) 117.5(7) 
C(2)-C(3)-C(4) 118.6(7) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5) 118.5(7) 
C(4)-C(5)-N 123.0(7) 
C(5)-N-C(l) 118.0(6) 
N-C(l)-C(2) 124.5(7) 
0(1)-C(1)-N 117.9(6) 
0(1)-C(1)-C(2) 117.6(7) 
Ca(l)-C(2)-C(l) 121.6(6) 
C£(l)-C(2)-C(3) 120.9(6) 
H(l)-C(3)-C(2) 120.7(9) 
H(l)-C(3)-C(4) 120.7(8) 
Ci(2)-C{i»)-C(3) 119.5(6) 
C&(2)-C(4)-C(5) 122.0(7) 
C&(3)-C(5)-C(4) 120.5(7) 
Ct(3)-C(5)-N 116.5(6) 
C(l)-0(1)-P 123.8(5) 
0(l)-P-0(2) 112.8(3) 
0(1)-P-0(3) 99.3(3) 
0(l)-P-0(4) 106.3(3) 
0(2)-P-0(3) 118.5(3) 
0(2)-P-0(4) 117.0(3) 
0(3)-P-0(4) 100.6(3) 
P-0(3)-C(6) 121.1(6) 
P-0(U)-C(7) 121.9(5) 
P-0(2)---H(l)^ 149.5 
P-0(4)---e(ô)^ 127.9(4) 
C(7)-0(4)-"C(6)^ 94.2(5) 
0(2)..-H(l)-C(3)^ 140.7 
^ Through 2^, using a C(3)-proton distance 
of 1.08 8 (Sutton^^) 
^ Through 2^ and one cell In x. 
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Table XX, Dihedral angles (degrees) and least-squares planes 
Planes Defined By: Dihedral Angle of Planes' Plane (I)* defined by carbons (1-5) and N: (-0.37180) X + (0.00525) Y + (0.92830) Z - (1.70879) - 0 
0(l)-0(3)-0(1): N-C(2)-C(t) 18.1(3) 
Distance from Diane (&) o(i)-o(3)-oci): c(i)-c(3)-c(5) 18.5(3) Atom 
0(1)-•o(3)-o(ii): 0(i)-P-c(i) 17.3(5) 0(1) -0.0106 
0(1)-•P-C(l); C(l)-C(3)-C(5) 11.6(5) C(2) 0.0012 
0(1)-•P-C(l); C(2)-C(ll)-N 11.5(5) C(3) 0.0035 
0(1). •P-C(l); P-0(2)-0(l) 17.5(6) C(1) -0.0051 
C(5) -0.0003 
N 0.0085 
Plane (II) defined by all eleven pyrldoxyl members: 
(-0.366:4) X + (-0.00126) Y + 1 (0.93052) Z - (1.66161) - 0 
Atom Distance from Diane (%) Aton Distance from olane (S) Plane (III)*' defined by P. 0(2), 0(3) and 0(6): 
C(l) 0.0018 0(1) -0.0530 
(0.61561) X + (0.51225) Y + (0.57179) Z - (5.75519) - 0 
C(2) 0.0222 OKI) 0.0110 Atom Distance from Diane (2) 
C(3) 0.0120 H(l) 0.0182 P -0,2170 
C(D -0.0062 Ct(2) -0.0525 0(2) 0.1093 
C(5) -0.0016 01(3) 0.0371 0(3) 0.2563 
N 0.0132 0(3) 0.3191 C(6) -0.1186 
0(1) -0.1161 
Plane (v)^ defined by P,  0(1), 0(2) and C(l): 
Plane (IV)° defined by P, 0(2) , 0(1) and C(7): (0.03263) X + (0.86730) Ï + (-0.19671) Z - (2.9729") - 0 
(0.78723) X + (0.19757) Y + (0.58115) Z - (1.03107) - 0 
Distance from Diane (8) 
Atom Distance from Diane (A )  P 0.1911 
P -0.0688 0(1) -0.2162 
0(2) 0.0319 0(2) -0.0895 
0(1) 0.0710 C(l) 0.1113 
C(7) 
-0.0371 
^ Angles correspond to the orientation shown in Figures 11 and 12 
so that the phosphorus is directed towards the N side of the ring. 
^ Planes are defined by c^X + c^Y + c^Z - d • 0, where X, Y and Z are 
Cartesian coordinate: «hich are related to the triellnlc cell coordinates 
(x,y»z) by the transformations: 
X • xa sln> + zc((cos$ - coso co8Y)/sinY} • xa + sc coaS 
Y • xa COSY + yb * zc cosa • yb 
Z • tc{l - eos^a - cos^S - cos^y * 2coso cosfi cosY)VsinY} " sc 6in0 . 
CL 3 (-o-w C7H2 
02 
C6H2 
l'O.ITS) 
05 
Cl 2 (•o.eoB) N C7H3 
(•0.249) 
(*0.699) 
C4 
(*0.007) Q| (-0.249) 
(-0.289) 
(*0.36i) 
02 
(•0.032) 
03 
(*0.08$) 
C6H3 
OLI  
(•a m) 
H 
(*0.035) 
;o6 
'(tO./BS) 
06HI 
Figure 11. The fosplrate mo1 ecu le showing 50% probability ellipsoids; 30% for hydro 
gens. The numbers In parentheses refer to partial charge densities from 
a CNDO 11 calculation. 
ê 
•vj 
OO 
Figure 12. View of two adjacent unit cells Illustrating packing In the a 
and b directions. 
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kl 
of the Pople and Beveridge type, are consistent with a bond­
ing formulation In which there is a weak ir overlap of the p^ 
orbital on the oxygen with the ring system which simultaneously 
weakens the 0-P bond. The latter effect should enhance phos-
48 phorylation . Such variations in bond lengths have been noted 
earlier as the bond lengths corresponding to P-O(l) and C(l)-
0(1) in fospirate, ronnel, ronnel oxon, bromophos, Ruelene, 
k2 6 Coroxon , methyl parathion and a new OP whose structure was 
59 done by Grand and Robert are all within 30 of being identical. 
The angles of the type S=P-0 or 0=P-0 in these compounds are 
all greater than the tetrahedral angle of 109.47°. In fospi­
rate the angle between the normal to the ring and the P-0(2) 
vector is 19.9° which is only ^1.5° greater than the angle be­
tween the normals to the 0(1)-0(3)-0(4) plane and the ring 
{of. Table XX). 
As with all of the CP's presented here, the phosphorus 
in fospirate is opposite the C£(l) side of a plane which Is 
perpendicular to the ring and contains the C(l)-0(1) bond. The 
position of the phosphorus appears to be dictated by the inter­
actions of 0(2), C(7)H3 and 0(4) with N as well as the phos­
phate group with C&(1). Both the 0(2) and 0(4) atoms are 
essentially equidistant (^^.2 X) from the nitrogen {of. Table 
XVIIl). This is only 0.3 ^  longer than the sum of the van der 
Waal s radii. As a result, the N-C(1)-0(1)-P torsional angle is 
only 11.5° and 0(2) is skewed away from the C(l)-0(l)-P plane 
towards the C&(1) side of the ring {of. Figure 11 and Table XX). 
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The fact that the oxygens are symmetrically disposed seems to 
imply that the two-fold screw related H(1)««*0(2) interaction, 
which is the only significant intermolecular interaction invol­
ving either 0(2) or 0(4), is of little or no consequence in 
determining the position of the phosphorus, as the H(l)***0(2) 
distance of 2.3 % would only indicate a weak hydrogen bond at 
best (cf. Tables XVIII and XIX and Figure 12). The molecular 
configuration especially in the neighborhood of the phosphorus 
atom may therefore be somewhat immobilized primarily as a re­
sult of van der Waal s restrictions to rotation about the 
C(1)-0(l) and 0(1)-P bonds; the forces involved would not be 
expected to be as strong as those due to the intramolecular 
hydrogen bonds in bromophos or Ruelene. 
To further substantiate such a view, a CNDO II molecular 
orbital calculation (after Pople and Beveridge^^) was carried 
out for fospirate in order to obtain i nformation on the change 
in the potential energy surface as a function of incremental 
rotations about the C(l)-0(l) or 0(1)-P bonds. In the case of 
rotation about the C(l)-0(l) bond, the C ( 1)-0(1)-P-0(2) tor­
sional angle was maintained at 47.5° (i.e. the angle in the 
solid state) throughout the calculations. Similarly, the 
C(2)-C(1)-0(1)-P angle was kept at 11.6° during the set of 
calculations involving the rotation about the 0(1)-P bond. 
Results of these calculations are shown in Figures 13 and 14, 
respectively. Since they represent plots of uncoupled degrees 
of freedom and because of the approximate nature of the calcu-
-202.5740 
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D i h e d r a l  A n g l e  ( d e g r e e s )  »  
Figure 13« Total energy fs. C(2)~C ( 1)~0(1)-P dihedral angle from CNDO calculations. 
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Figure 14. Total energy vs. C(Î)-0(1)-P-0(2) dihedral angle 
from CNDO calculations. 
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lations, ît is not too surprising that the minima of each plot 
correspond to slightly different dihedral angles than are actu­
ally observed in the solid state. A similar result was ob­
tained with Ruelene. The minimum in Figure 13 coincides with 
a C (2)-C (1 )-0 (1 )-P angle only greater than the observed 
angle of 11.6°. Figure 14 indicates a C(1)-0(1)-P-0 (2) angle 
just '^8° less than 47.5°. It is also interesting to note that 
the depths of both potential wells are ^ 2.5 kcal-mol"^ (1 A.U.= 
627.4 kcal*mol"^) and the energy minima on both plots occur at 
-202.5780 A.U., as expected. 
As these results were obtained using CNDO methods, the 
absolute values of the energies and charges, as well as the 
differences in energies, are not as exact as with ab initio 
calculations. The latter methods are usually unavailable for 
this size of a problem and are extremely cost-prohibitive. 
Although admittedly approximate, the energies and charges ob­
tained in this CNDO II calculation certainly give better than 
"order of magnitude" information especially since d-orbital 
contributions are included for the phosphorus and chlorine 
a toms. 
On the basis of a restricted phosphorus position, compar­
ison of some Intramolecular distances with literature site-sep­
aration distances for AChE should give some insight into the 
"toxicity/activity of fospirate. Again, these distances are 
presented as examples of distances which, because of the OP's 
similarity in size to ACh, should still be useful to compare to 
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literature values. In addition to being "distance compatible", 
the atoms involved must also be "charge compatible". For exam­
ple, if one were to use the (possibly incorrect) model of 
Krupka^^, the two atoms of the OP likely involved would both 
need to be 5(+). Only two atoms would be considered in accor­
dance with the presence of two residues in the ACh active site 
of AChE. Analysis of the steric interactions of the remaining 
parts of both molecules, without knowing more about the struc-
ture(s) of AChE, would be somewhat futile. 
Using the CNDO I I method, approximate values for the charge 
density distribution in fospirate can be computed; results are 
shown in Figure 11. Examination of this figure (and Table XVIII) 
shows that P---H(l) (5.79 8), P---C(3) (4.95 8), P---C(4) 
(5.14 %) and P***C(5) (4.27 %) are quite interesting pairs in 
this regard. The small charge on C(4) of +0.007e would appear 
to rule out the P'*'C(4) pair as an important contributor to 
inhibition. The P « «'H(1) and P***C(3) distances fall outside 
of the mammalian AChE site-separation range of 4.3-4.7 
and yet are close to or within the range for insect AChE given 
by Hollingworth et at.^^ of 5.0-5.5 ^  and O'Brien^^ of 4.5-
5.9 X. It is even conceivable with Krupka's"' model that since 
both H(1) and C(3) are 5(+) and are both "distance compatible" 
with insect AChE, the C(3)-H(l) pair might correspond to a 
region of 6(+) charge having P.»*ô(+) distances of from 4.95 to 
5.79 R. Considering charge, distance, steric factors and over­
all reactivity, P'**H(l) could be slightly favored as the reac-
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tîve species towards Insect AChE in fospirate. The P'**C(5) 
pair, due to its shorter distance, may play a more Important 
role in mammalian toxicity, unless significant conformational 
alterations In AChE or fospirate accompany any in vivo free 
energy changes. 
It should be noted that even rotations about the C(l)-0(l) 
bond of, say, ±40°, which, according to Figure 13, may possibly 
be achieved in vivo, would correspond to a maximum change In 
the P"'"H(1) distance, for example, of only ±0.03 %. This is 
not likely to be critical with respect to the distances in 
AChE and to the I so of the insecticide as pertains to the con­
formation which AChE or fospirate might have to distort to in 
order to react. However, such a rotation would cause the phos­
phorus to be in a slightly different position relative to the 
ring subst1tuents. This may be partially responsible, then, for 
changes in I s o and/or LDso values as a result of subtle s ter i c 
influences of the insecticide with AChE. But, in order to make 
better comparisons and predictions, many heretofore unreported 
insect and mammalian I so and LDso values will need to be inves­
tigated and tabulated, especially for the different isozymes of 
AChE. In addition, further similar CNDO calculations will need 
to be performed to obtain a better idea of the potential energy 
barriers which may be necessary to overcome in adduct formation. 
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THE CRYSTAL AND MOLECULAR 
STRUCTURE OF CHLORPYRIFOS 
1ntroduct ion 
The crystal and molecular structure of chlorpyrifos 
(0^,0^-d i ethy 1 0^-3 , 5 ,6-1r i ch 1 oro-2-py r i dy 1 th îophosphate) , 
(H5C2O) 2P (s ) OC sNHCils, was undertaken to further investigate the 
effects of a heteronuciear ring system. As the di-ethoxy thio-
phosphate analog of fospirate, chlorpyrifos now affords the op­
portunity to study structural vagaries due both to homologous 
series and the replacement of an oxygen atom with a sulfur. 
Exper imenta1 
C r y s t a l  D a t a .— From a 99+% pure sample of the title 
compound, supplied by 0. W. Osborne, a rectangular prismatic 
crystal with approximate dimensions 0.20 x 0.20 x 0.10 mm was 
selected and mounted on the end of a glass fiber using Elmer's 
Glue-All. The crystal was then mounted on a four-circle dif-
fTactometer and three w-oscillation photographs were taken at 
various x and (}> settings, and verified that the crystal was 
indeed single. 
From these photographs fifteen independent reflections 
were selected and their coordinates were input into an auto-
29 
matic indexing program . The reduced cell scalers which re­
sulted indicated monoclinic (2/m) symmetry, which was confirmed 
by inspection of w-osci11 ation photographs taken about each of 
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the three axes in turn. Only the b  axis showed a mirror plane. 
Observed layer-line spacings agreed, within experimental error, 
with those predicted for this cell by the indexing program. 
The lattice constants were obtained from a least-squares 
refinement based on the precise ±29 (20 (20° < |20| < 30°) 
measurements of twenty strong independent reflections. At 27°C 
using Mo Ka (X = 0.70954 S) they are a = 22.06(1), i  - 9.485(2) 
a = 15.990(6)  8 and 3 = 114.63(4)°. The observed density of 
1.49(2) g'cm'3 determined by the flotation method is in good 
agreement with the calculated value of 1.532 g-cm"® for eight 
molecules with a molecular weight of 350.52 g«mol"^ in a unit 
cell having a volume of 3041.33 8^. 
C o Z l e c t i o n  a n d  R e d u c t i o n  o f  X - r a y  I n t e n s i t y  D a t a .— The 
data were collected at 27° with graphite-monochromated Mo Ka 
radiation on an automated four-circle diffractometer designed 
and built in the Ames Laboratory and previously described by 
Rohrbaugh and Jacobson^^. All data within a 26 sphere of 50° 
((sin6)/X = 0.596 8"^) In the hk&, hk&, hkJl and hk& octants 
were measured using an w-stepscan technique. 
As a general check on electronic and crystal stability, 
the intensities of three standard reflections were remeasured 
every seventy-five reflections. These standard reflections 
were not observed to vary significantly throughout the entire 
period of data collection 4 days). Hence a decomposition 
correction was unnecessary. A total of 5687 reflections were 
recorded in this manner. Examination of the data revealed the 
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following systematic absences: hk& when h+k = 2n+l and hO& 
when & = 2n+l (h«2n+l) and OkO when k = 2n+l. These absences, 
coupled with a statistical indication^^ of a center of symmetry, 
implied C2/c as the space group. 
The intensity data were corrected for Lorentz and polari­
zation effects and, since U = 8.39 cm'^, absorption corrections 
were not made; maximum and minimum transmission factors were 
0.92 and 0.85,  respectively. The estimated variance in each 
intensity was calculated by: 
af = + 2Cg + (0.03 C.j.)^ + (0.03 Cg)S 
where Cy and Cg represent the total and background counts, 
respectively, and the factor 0.03 represents an estimate of 
non-statistical errors. The estimated deviations in the struc-
32 
ture factors were calculated by the finite difference method 
Equivalent data were averaged and the 1426 reflections with 
jj > 2.5c(Fg) were retained for use in subsequent calcula­
tions. During later work it was discovered that five large re­
flections suffered from secondary extinction effects; these 
were eliminated from the final stages of refinement. 
Solution and Ref i nemen t 
The position of a chlorine was obtained from an analysis 
of a standard three-dimensional Patterson function. The re­
maining atoms were found by successive structure factor^^ 
3 4 
and electron density map calculations . These atomic posi­
tions were subsequently refined by a full-matrix least-squares 
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procedure^^ minimizing the function Sw ( ] 1 -1 | )^ , where to -
1/(Tp. This refinement yielded a conventional discrepancy fac­
tor of R = 2|1F^I-1F^lI/ZlF^l = 0.125. At this stage of the 
refinement all eighteen non-hydrogen atoms had been refined 
using isotropic thermal parameters. The scattering factors 
used were those of Hanson, et modified for the real and 
imaginary parts of anomalous dispersion^^. The scattering fac-
tors for hydrogen were those of Stewart, e t  a l .  
Analysis of an electron density difference map did not 
reveal either the ring or the methyl hydrogens. Consequently 
the ring hydrogen atom position was fixed at 0.95 8 from the 
corresponding carbon (C(3)). Methyl hydrogens were inserted in 
approximately tetrahedral positions using the precise positions 
of the corresponding methyl carbon and the methoxy oxygen. 
Each set of methyl hydrogens was rotated by 60° about the cor­
responding 0-ne bond; all twelve methyl hydrogens were assigned 
half-occupancy. As a result, a "doughnut" of hydrogens was 
approximated. The methyl C-H distances were set equal to 1.0 8; 
all isotropic hydrogen temperature factors were set equal to 
4.5 
Subsequent anisotropic least-squares refinement without 
varying the hydrogen parameters converged to R = 0.066. Since 
this procedure yielded slightly different non-hydrogen atom 
positions, all of the hydrogen positions were recalculated. 
Further refinement cycles did not significantly alter any 
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atomic parameters and the discrepancy factor did not change. 
The final positional and thermal parameters are listed in 
Table XXI. Standard deviations were calculated from the in­
verse matrix of the final least-squares cycle. Bond lengths 
and angles are listed in Table XXII and Table XXIII, respec-
3 8 
tively . Dihedral angles and least-square planes are listed 
in Table XXIV. 
Peser i pt ion of Structure and Discussion 
The pyridoxyl group in chlorpyrifos, shown in Figures 15 
and 16^^, is essentially planar {o f .  Table XXIV, Plane IV). 
For the most part, packing in the chlorpyrifos crystal can be 
regarded as primarily van der Waal s in nature as all close 
Intermolecular Interactions are greater than or comparable to 
the sum of the van der Waal s radii {c f .  Table XXII). 
The unusually elongated C(6) and C(7) thermal ellipsoids 
{o f .  Figure 15) suggest some disordering of these atoms. 
Therefore an attempt was made to account for such disorder v i a  
a least-squares refinement replacing each carbon with two 
carbons having an assigned occupancy of one-half and being dis­
placed initially by ^0.8 R along the major axis of each ellip­
soid. This procedure reduced R by only 0.006 but did account 
for the distance and angle discrepancies involving 0(3), C(6) 
and C(7) {o f .  Tables XXII and XXIII). That is, instead of 
short 0(3)-C(6) and C(6)-C(7) bonds connecting the centers of 
the ellipsoids, the "left" half of C(6) is actually bonded to 
Table XXI. Final positional® and thermal'' parameters for chlorpyrlfos 
Fractional Coordinates Atomic Temperature Factors 
Atom X y z »11 *22 *33 *12 ®13 *23 
C%(1) 0.1)939(1)° -0.1379(2) 0.6295(2) 5.9(1) 21.7(4) 10.7(2) 0.1(1) 3.6(1) 2.6(2) 
C£(2) 0.3266(1) 0,2230(3) 0.3811(1) 4.1(1) 38.9(5) 9.0(1) 1.1(2) 0.1(1) 0.7(2) 
Cl(3) 0.1(195(1) 0.1722(2) 0.5010(2) 1.6(1) 27.2(1) 10.8(2) 2.0(1) 1.8(1) 4.3(2) 
S 0.6679(1) 0.2277(2) 0,6677(1) 4.2(1) 25.6(1) 7.8(1) -1.2(1) 2.5(1) 0.1(2) 
P 0.6301(1) 0.2115(2) 0.7546(1) 3.3(1) 19.3(3) 6.3(1) 0.2(1) 1.3(1) 1.3(1) 
0(1) 0.5620(2) 0.1222(5) 0.7177(3) 3.1(1) 26.6(9) 7.9(3) -1.1(3) 0.9(2) 3.6(1) 
0(2) 0.6697(2) 0.1269(5) 0.8119(3) 4.1(1) 21.1(8) 6.1(3) 1.5(3) 1.1(2) 2.3(4) 
0(3) 0.6160(3) 0.3471(6) 0.7958(3) 6.7(2) 20.1(8) 8.9(3) 2.1(1) 3.1(2) 0.8(5) 
N 0.1921(3) 0.2773(7) 0.6095(4) 3.3(2) 24(1) 7.3(4) 0.3(1) 1.7(2) 2.6(5) 
C(l) 0.5080(3) 0.117(1) 0.6370(5) 2.9(2) 27(1) 6.3(4) -0.5(5) 1.8(2) 1,1(7) 
C(2) 0.1711(4) 0.0316(8) 0.5908(5) 1.0(2) 21(1) 7.5(1) 0.2(1) 2.7(3) 1,6(6) 
0(3) 0.1117(4) 0.055(1) 0.5116(5) 3.9(2) 26(2) 7.5(5) 1
 
M
 
V
Jl 2,5(3) -1,7(7) 
CO) 0.3971(3) 0,193(1) 0.1829(5) 2.9(2) 30(2) 6.5(1) 0.8(5) 1,3(2) 0,5(7) 
0(5) 0.1377(4) 0.3000(9) 0.5338(5) 3.7(2) 26(1) 7.2(1) 1.7(5) 1,9(3) 2,5(7) 
0(6) 0.620(1) 0.183(2) 0.766(1) 23(2) 23(3) 22(2) 9(2) 15(1) 3(2) 
0(7) 0.621(1) 0.585(2) 0.797(1) 25(2) 35(3) 23(2) 6(2) 17(1) 10(2) 
0(8) 0.6971(5) -0.009(1) 0.8137(6) 6.7(4) 21(2) 10.1(6) 3.4(6) 2,3(4) 3,0(8) 
0(9) 0.7261(5) -0.065(1) 0.9355(7) 7.0(1) 37(2) 13.8(6) 7.0(7) 5.4(5) 10(1) 
H(l) 0.388 -0.022 0.177 4.5 
06H(1) 0.573 0.192 0.715 1.5 
06H(2) 0.651 0.180 0.738 1.5 
08H(1) 0.732 -0.001 0.813 1.5 
C8H(2) 0.660 -0.076 0.811 1.5 
®The positional parameters for all atoms are represented in fractional unit cell coordinates. 
The are defined by: T = exp{-(h^6^j + k^Ggg + ^^633 + Zhke^g + + ZklGg]) If 
only the 8^^ column is listed, this corresponds to an isotropic temperature factor. All 
hydrogen isotropic temperatures factors have been set equal to 1.5 . Non-hydrogen thermal 
parameters are (X 10^). 
°In this and succeeding tables estimated standard deviations are given in parentheses for the 
least significant figures; later tables include the error in the lattice constants. Since 
the hydrogen positions were not refined, no standard deviations are given. Positions for the 
methyl hydrogens are not given as they were approximated. 
VJ3 
Table XXII. Selected Interatomic distances (R) for chlorpyrlfos 
Bonding Distances 
Total van der Waals 
Distance 
(Paullng39) 
C(l)-C(2) 1.38(1) Interaction via Observed Distance 
C(2)-C(3) 1.37(1) 
C(3)-C(4) 1.39(1) P.-.H(I) Intramolecular 5.79(2) (3.1) 
C(4)-C(5) 1.37(1) Ci(2)--•C£(3) Intramolecular 3.175(6) 3.6 
C(5)-N 1.32(1) P* • 'N Intramolecular 3.02(1) 3.1 
N-C(l) 1.306(9) P...C&(1) Intramolecular 1.361(3) 3.7 
p...c(i) Intramolecular 2.61(1) 3.6" 
P-•-0(3) Intramolecular 1.953(8) ( 3 . 6 ) *  
C(l)-0(1) 1.361(9) p...0(1) Intramolecular 5.172(7) (3.6)" 
C(2)-C&(1) 1.721(8) P...C(5) Intramolecular 1.328(7) (3.6)" 
C(3)-H(l) 0.950(8) 
C(4)-C&(2) 1.717(9) 
3.85 C(5)-Ct(3) 1.711(8) S'''C(9)H] 2j^+lcell In X and z - 1 in y 3.87(1) 
CA(2)...0(2) n-gllde +lcell In jr - 1 In X 3.518(6) 3.20 
P-O(l) 1.611(5) C&(2)'-.C8H(1) n-gllde +lcell in y. - 1 In X 3.286(1) 3.0 
P-S 1.898(H) C&(2)'••C(8) n-gllde +lcell In % - 1 in X 3.79(1) 3.5" 
P-0(2) 1.562(5) Ct(3)'"C(9)Hg n-gllde +lcell In & - 1 In X 3.99(1) 3.8 
P-0(3) 1.538(6)® C»(1)---C(7)H2 2-fold +loell In x and z • 1 In Ï, 1.15(2) 3.8 
0(2)-C(8) 1.126(9) S>••C8H(1) 2^ tlcell In X  and z - 1 in Ï. 3.300(2) 3.05 
0(3)-C{6) 1.39(2)® CA(2)-'-C(7)Hg Center +loell In x and l i n y  3.97(2) 3.8 
C(6)-C(r) 1.08(2)® 
C(8)-C(9) 1,11(1) 
C(6)-C6H(1) 1.00(2) 
C(6)-C6H(2) 1.00(2) 
C(8)-C8H(1) 1.00(1) 
C(8)-CBH(2) 1.00(2) 
U) 
N 
Due to disorder. See text. 
^ Bondl''^ 
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Table XXI 11. Bond angles (degrees) for chlorpyrîfos 
C(l)-C(2)-C(3) 118.0(7) 
C(2)-C(3)-C(4) 118.6(7) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5) 118.5(7) 
C(4)-C(5)-N 122.9(7) 
C(5)-N-C(l) 118.2(7) 
N-C(l)-C(2) 123.7(6) 
0(1)-C(1)-N 119.0(7) 
0(1)-C(1)-C(2) 117.2(8) 
C2(l)-C(2)-C(l) 122.0(6) 
CA(1)-C(2)-C(3) 120.0(7) 
H(l)-C(3)-C(2) 120.5(9) 
H(1)-C(3)-C(4) 120.9(8) 
C&(2)-C(4)-C(3) 118.9(7) 
C&(2)-C(4)-C(5) 122.6(7) 
C&(3)-C(5)-C(4) 120.8(6) 
C&(3)-C(5)-N 116.4(6) 
C(l)-0(1)-P 124.8(5) 
0(i)-p-s 113.7(2) 
0(l)-P-0(2) 98.2(3) 
0(l)-P-0(3) 105.6(3) 
S-P-0(2) 118.4(2) 
S-P-0(3) 118.5(3) 
0(2)-P-0(3) 99.6(3) 
P-0(2)-C(8) 121.8(5) 
P-0(3)-C(6) 125.1(8) 
0(2)-C(8)-C(9) 110.2(8) 
0(3)-C(6)-C(7) 132(2) a 
Due to disordering. See text 
Table XXIV. Dihedral angles (degrees) and least-square planes 
Torsional Angle 
P-0(1)-C(l)-C(2) 115.90 
C(l)-0(1)-P-S -52.21 
C(l )-0(l)-P-0(2) -178.23 
c(l)-o(i)-p-o(3) 79.32 
S-P-0(2)-C(8) -147.56 
S-P-0(3)-C(6) 8.85 
Plane(I)* defined by C(l), 0(1), P and S; 
(0.28582) X - (0.95817) Y - (0.01473) Z - 0.65256 
Atom Distance from Plane (8) 
c(i)  -0.136 
0(1) 0.260 
P -0.199 
S 0.075 
Planed!)® defined by S, P, 0(2), C(8), 0(9): 
(0.58516) X + (0.62456) Y + (0.51721) Z - 12.30 = 
Plane(III)* defined by S, P, 0(3), C(6), C(7): 
(0.67723) X - (0.01214) Y + (0.73567) Z - 14.10 = 0 
Atom Distance from Plane (8) 
S 0.020 
P -0.002 
0(3) 0.023 
C(6) -0.114 
C(7) 0.074 
Plane(IV)* defined by all eleven pyrldoxyl members; 
(0.84045) X - (0.06324) Y - (0.53818) Z - 0.77239 - 0 
Distance from Plane (8) Atom 
C(l) 
C(2) 
C(3) 
C(4) 
C(5) 
0.008 
0.013 
0.016 
-0.008 
-0.003 
vo 
*-
Atom Distance from Plane (8) N 0.008 
S 0.114 0(1) -0.059 
P -0.152 C4(l) 0.018 
0(2) 0.181 H(l) 0.018 
C(8) -0.273 C^2) -0.008 
C(9) 0.131 04(3) -0.004 
0(2) 0.225 
0(3) -0.242 
C(6) 0.151 
C(9) 0.214 
®Planes are defined by c^X + CgY + c^Z - d = 0, where X, Y and Z are Cartesian coordinates 
which are related to the trlclinic cell coordinates (x, y, z) by the transformations: 
X = xa slny + zc{(cos6 - oosacoaY)/sinY) = xa + zocosg 
Y « xacosY + yb + zccosa « yb 
Z = zed - cos^a - cos^B - coa^y + 2oo8aoo8BoosY)VsinY) " zoalnB. 
(+0.235) 
(-0.109) 
Cl I 
( . O . O J S ) H l  
(-0.095) 
Cl 2 
(-0.150) 
(-0.107) 
(-0.270) 
7-0.020) 01 
C P  
^ (^.J22 
Cl 
02 (-0.255) 
P (+0.420) 
{lCf(+0.023) 
03 (-0.240) 
(+0.418) |\| (-0.IB4) 
Q5 (+0.199) 
(-0.129) (-0.127) 
VD 
U1 
Figure 15. The chlorpyrlfos molecule showing 50% probability ellipsoids; 30% for 
hydrogens. The numbers in parentheses refer to partial charge densi­
ties from a CNDO It calculation. 
Figure 16. View of a unit cell of chlorpyrlfos. 
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the "right" half of C(7) and v i c e  v e r s a ,  with 0(3) remaining 
essentially fixed and Intact; intermediate conformations would 
also occur. As the distances and angles in the remaining (and 
chemically significant) portion of the molecule were unchanged 
throughout either refinement, only the time-averaged model will 
be reported here. 
The C(l)-0(1) bond in chlorpyrifos is significantly (>3a) 
shorter than the two methoxy C-0 bonds (o f .  Table XXII), while 
the P-0(l) bond is the longest of the three P-0 bonds, being at 
least 5<y longer than the other two. These observations, which 
when coupled with a CNDO II molecular orbital calculation of 
L j  
the Pople and Beveridge type, are consistent with a bonding 
formulation in which there is a weak ir overlap of the p^ orbi­
tal on the oxygen with the ring system which simultaneously 
weakens the 0-P bond. The former effect is the likely cause of 
the C(1)-0(l)-P angle being greater than tstrahedral { o f .  Table 
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XXIII) while the latter should enhance phosphorylation . Such 
variations in bond lengths have been noted earlier as the bond 
lengths corresponding to P-O(l) and C(l)-0(l) in chlorpyrifos, 
k 2  
ronnel , ronnel oxon, bromophos, Ruelene, fospirate, Coroxon 
and the OP reported by Grand and Robert^^ are all essentially 
identical. So, the pyridoxy OP's (fospirate and chlorpyrifos) 
do not display a C(l)-0(1) bond length any different than for 
the phenoxy OP's, even though there has been a replacement of a 
ring carbon with a more electronegative nitrogen. 
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Angles of the S=P-0 or 0=P-0 type in these compounds are 
all greater than the tetrahedral angle of 109.47°, while angles 
of the O-P-0 type are all smaller than tetrahedral. The inter­
nal ring angles in chlorpyrifos are identical with their coun­
terparts in fospirate. Those with nitrogen at the vertex are 
less than 120°, but, when nitrogen is the terminal atom, they 
are greater than 120°; the two types of angles are significant­
ly ('vSo') different from each other (o f .  Table XXI I I ) . In 
chlorpyrifos the angle between the normal to the ring and the 
P=S vector is 34.1° which is not too surprising as angles be­
tween 20 and 40° have already been observed with most of the 
OP's studied. This phenomenon Is probably just a consequence 
of the similarities of these somewhat immobilized ring-contain­
ing compounds but could prove to be a reaction variable with 
OP's having rotational degrees of freedom. 
As with the other CP's presented, the phosphorus in chlor­
pyrifos is opposite the C&(1) side of a plane which is perpen­
dicular to the ring and contains the C(l)-0(l) bond. Since 
each molecule interacts only weakly with all of the other mol­
ecules in the unit cell {o f .  Table XXIl), the configuration of 
chlorpyrifos in the solid state is primarily dictated by Intra­
molecular forces. Consequently, the position of the phosphorus 
is a result of the van der Waal s barrier to rotation about the 
C(l)-0(l) bond which Is afforded by C&(1) and N. By not having 
any substituent on N, the thiophosphate group is allowed to 
avoid C&(1). As a result the P-0(1)-C(1)-C (2) torsional angle 
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is 145.90° which is smaller than the corresponding angle 
in fospirate. Tha lack of a substituent on nitrogen may be the 
major cause of the disordered C(6)-C(7) ethyl group, though 
disordering was noted in fospirate (the only other previously 
studied pyridoxy OP). This also allows the C&(3)-C(5)-C(4) 
angle to be >5<^ larger than the CA(3)~C(5)~N angle. A minor 
factor which may contribute to the disordered ethyl group is 
the near total absence of intermolecu 1ar interactions involving 
C(7) which are very much present (though weakly) with C(9) (cf. 
Table XXII). The upshot of this is that the P***N distance 
turns out to be less than a van der Waal s separation apart 
while P"''C&(1) is not (o f .  Table XXII). The S'-*N, C(6)***N 
and 0(3)***N separations (3.62, 3.48 and 3.16 8, respectively) 
are all just ^0.2 % greater than the sum of the respective van 
der Waals radii, thus reflecting a slight stabilization of the 
phosphorus position on the N side os the ring. 
On the basis of a restricted phosphorus position, compari­
son of some intramolecular distances with literature site-sepa­
ration distances for AChE should give some insight into the 
toxicity/activity of ch1orpyrifos. In addition to being "dis­
tance compatible", the atoms involved must also be "charge com­
patible" with AChE. As a first approximation to the OP active 
1 2 
site only two atoms will be considered here in accordance 
17 12 
with the presence of two residues in Krupka's (assumed ) 
active site model of AChE. Analysis of the steric interactions 
of the remaining parts of both molecules, without knowing more 
1 0 0  
about the structure(s) of AChE, would be futile. 
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Using the CNDO II method of Pople and Beverldge , approx­
imate values for the charge density distribution In chlorpyrl-
fos can be computed; results are shown In Figure 15. The use 
of this method Is not as exact as with at  " in- t tvo  calculations 
which are extremely cost-prohlbltlve and are usually unavail­
able for this size of a problem. Although admittedly approxi­
mate, the charges obtained certainly give much better than 
"order of magnitude" Information especially since d-orbltal 
contributions are Included for the phosphorus, sulfur and 
chlorine atoms. Owing to the similarities of the OP's Investi­
gated, relative comparisons of, say, charge densities using the 
same CNDO II program for each molecule Is a valid procedure 
even if the charge densities are not "absolute". It is for 
this reason that the CNDO results of ronnel oxon, Ruelene, fos-
plrate and chlcrpyrifos may be compared. For example, the mam­
malian LDso's of chlorpyrlfos and fosplrate differ by a factor 
of 5 ('^168 V8.  869 mg'kg"i^^\ respectively) while the charge 
densities on the phosphorus atoms are +0.420e and 0.699e, re­
spectively. On the basis of these charges alone, the LDso val­
ues might have been reversely predicted. This Implies that, in 
addition to the charge on the phosphorus, many other variables 
(i.e. the charges on other atoms, steric interactions, e t c . )  
12 
need to be considered. But until the true OP active site Is 
known, few good inferences can be made. However, the OP site 
separation distances should still be compa rable to literature 
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values for the ACh site-separation since (fortunately) the 
sizes of many CP's are similar to that of ACh. Therefore, this 
study now provides preliminary information which will prove to 
be of immense value in deducing the true OP site. 
Examination of Figure 15 and Table XXII shows that, in the 
case of ch1orpyrifos, P*-*H(1) (5.78 8), P***C(3) (4.95 8), 
P***C(4) (5.17 8) and P***C(5) (4.33 8) are interesting reac­
tion pairs to consider. These distances are nearly identical 
with those in fospirate. The small charge on C(4) of +0.023e 
may possibly rule out the P***C(4) pair as an important con­
tributor to inhibition. The P***H(1) and P*'*C(3) distances 
fall outside of the mammalian AChE site-separation range of 
4.3-4.7 and yet are close to or within the range for 
insect AChE given by Hoi 1ingworthjet al.^^ of 5-0-5.5 % and/or 
O'Brien^^ of 4.5-5.9 %. It is even conceivable that since both 
H(1)  and C(3) are o(+ )  and may both be "distance compatible" 
with AChE, the C(3)-H(1) pair might correspond to a region of 
ô(+) charge having P'**6(+) distances of from 4.95 to 5.78 8. 
Considering charge, distance, steric factors and overall reac­
tivity, P'"'H(1) may be siightly favored as a specific reactive 
species towards insect AChE in chlorpyrifos. The P***C(5) pair, 
due to its shorter separation, may play a more important role 
in mammalian toxicity, unless significant conformational alter­
ations in AChE or chlorpyrifos accompany any in  v ivo  free ener­
gy changes. 
It should be noted that even a rotation of the phosphorus 
1  02  
about the C(l)-0(l) bond to the C&(1) van der Waal s limit would 
only decrease, say, the P-**H(1) distance by only ^ 0.03 
This may possibly happen - in  v ivo  y even with the comparatively 
increased moment of inertia caused by the addition of C(7) and 
C(9), yet is not likely to be critical with respect to the 
distances in AChE and to the Iso of the insecticide as pertains 
to the conformation which AChE or chlorpyrifos might have to 
distort to in order to react. However, such a rotation would 
cause the phosphorus to be in a slightly different position 
relative to the other ring substituents. This may be partially 
responsible, then, for changes in Iso and/or LDso values as a 
result of subtle steric influences of the insecticide with 
AChE. But, in order to make better comparisons and predictions, 
many heretofore unreported insect and mammalian Iso and LDso 
values will need to be investigated and tabulated, especially 
for the isozymes of AChE. 
Since chlorpyrifos, as well as many of the other CP's in­
vestigated to date, crystallize in a centrosymmetric space 
group, this implies the existence of d and & forms. Therefore, 
Iso and LDso values for both OP configurations, when applicable, 
would need to be known also. In addition, further similar CNDO 
calculations will need to be performed to obtain a better idea 
of the molecular charge distribution and how it pertains to 
toxi city. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In order to envision why one organophosphorus compound 
makes a good insecticide while another has relatively poor In-
sectlcldal properties. It becomes necessary to look at features 
which are peculiar to each OP group. From the Information In 
Table XXV It would be tempting to say that In general if an 
OP compound Is to have any useful Insectlcldal properties there 
should be at least one long P-X bond. In this study "X" would 
correspond to 0(1). This elongation is observed for all of 
these P-O(l) bonds with a concurrent shortening of the C(l)-
0(1) bond (o f .  Table XXV). Not only are the P-0(1) bonds long­
er than the other P-0 bonds In each molecule, but they are also 
generally longer than the P-0 bonds reported for, say, H3PO4 
but may be comparable to other OP's. Probably the important 
idea, though, is that a P-O(l) bond be longer relative to the 
remaining P-G bonds. In this way phosphorylation is facill-
t.ted". 
The ring systems are the likely cause of the simultaneous 
lengthening-shortening effect as a result of the 0(1) purring 
molecular orbital system. Possibly this is why a variation of 
2 2 
toxicity with Hammett a constants has been observed . It 
would be quite interesting subsequent to this study to look at 
what makes a poor insecticide so that further gross differences 
may be noted. 
Pertaining to more subtle differences. It is not too 
Table XXV. Comparison of a few corresponding distances (8) and the angle (degrees) 
between the P=S or 0 vector and the vector normal to the ring 
Insecticide P-O(l) C(1)-0(l) •
u
 
1 o
 
methoxy 
C-0 
Angl e 
ronnel 1.592(4) 1.400(6) 
1.535(5) 
1.545(4) 
1.347(8)* 
1.369(4) 23.5 
ronne1 
oxon 
1.599(3) 1 .383(4) 
1.552(3) 
1.536(3) 
1.442(5) 
1.451(6) 34.4 
b romophos 1.607(6) 1 .391 (9) 
1.547(6) 
1.571(7) 
1.46(1) 
1.44(1) 39.6 
Rue 1ene 1.611(3) 1 . 392(6) 
1.566(4) 1.47(1) 26.1 (P-N) 
fOS pirate 1.609(5) 1.364(9) 
1.549(6) 
1.551(6) 
1.43(1) 
1.44(1) 19.9 
chlorpyrlfos 1.611(5) 1.364(9) 
1.562(5). 
1.538(6)* -
34.1 
42 Coroxon 1.593(3) 1.394(5) 
1.551(4) 
1.554(4) 
1.455(7) 
1.427(7) 38.5 
az1nphos-
methyl 
-
-
- - 23.9 
methyl ^ 
pa ra th1 on 
1 .60 1 .43 
1.58 
1.56 
1.33 
1 .46 33.3 
"Grand's"59 1.594(7) 1.410(11) 
1.567(9)^ 
1.584(8) 
- 12.3^ 
* Disordered. 
b Both oxygens are In a heterocyclic ring. 
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surprising that the corresponding bond distances of these and 
other OP insecticides are quite similar {o f .  Table XXV). Con­
sequently, bond lengths should have little to do explicitly 
with explaining why one "good" OP is, say, ten times more ef­
fective than another "good" OP. 
A variety of intramolecular non-bonding distances may 
play a key role in the inhibition process. For example, if a 
distance does not match with, say, the serine hydroxy! to 
anionic site distance in the model of Krupka^^, inhibition may 
not occur. As shown in Table XXVI, intramolecular distances 
involving phosphorus show only a little variation, though the 
LDso values vary by as much as ^ 300-fold. Therefore, these 
distances may only play a small part in Inhibition. However, 
with non-"rigid" molecules in which a wider range of distances 
may occur, the phosphorus-containing distances may actually 
be quite important. it is possible also that one or more of 
the many other distance combinations may be a key factor(s). 
As noted earlier, charge density may play an equally im­
portant part in the activity of an OP insecticide. A few 
charge densities are compared in Table XXVII. if these charges 
are either sitting at improper distances or are sterically 
"misplaced" difficulty will be encountered in reacting with 
AChE. Unfortunately, many more such calculations need to be 
done as little correlation can currently be made between 
charge alone and toxicity. 
Table XXVI. Selected Intramolecular distances (R) Involving phosphorus 
Insecticide p•••meta H 
Carbon 
P • • 'adjacent 
to meta H 
p . C ( 4 )  LDso (mg/kg) 
ronne1 
ronnel oxon 
bromophos 
Rue Iene 
fospI rate 
chlorpyr I fos 
Coroxon 42 
azinphos-methyl 49 
5.51 
5.49 
5.52 
5.68 
5.13 
5.79 
5.78 
5.76 
4,84 
4.78 
4.79 
4,91 
4.53 
4.95 
4.95 
5,00 
5.25 
5.25 
5.25 
5.29 
5,14 
5.17 
5.30 
1740 
28 
3 7 5 0 - 6 1 0 0 ^ ^  
770-1OOO^S 
,60 1 6 8 '  
869 60 
1 6  28 
^ LDso values are not as reliable an Index of comparison as Iso values since LDso's 
Include in  v ivo  metabolism, absorption, e ta .  but Iso's are not as readily available. 
a 4? 
Table XXVII. Selected partial charge densities from CNDO I I calculations 
Doubly Carbon 
Insecticide P 0(l) C(l) bonded meta H adjacent C(4) 
S or 0 to meta H 
ronnel oxon +0.684 -0.285 +0.258 -0,366 +0,042 +0,039 +0.056 
Ruelene^ +1.248 -0.385 +0,152 -0.502 +0,019 
+0.025 -0.034 
+0,011 -0.013 
fosplrate +0.699 -0.289 +0.361 -0,382 +0,035 +0,088 +0,007 
chlorpyrlfos +0.420 -0.270 +0,322 -0,150 +0,038 +0,071 +0,023 
^ See the respective single molecule figures for additional charge densities, 
^ As noted earlier In the text, these calculations were done on a molecule In 
which the t-butyl group was replaced with a methyl function. 
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One limited proposition can be made regarding the number, 
and to some extent type, of substituents on either ring system 
and the partial charges on 0(1) and C(l). Referring to 
Table XXVII it is noted for ronnel oxon, fospirate and chlor-
pyrifos that if three chlorines are in a "2,4,5" ("3,5,6" in 
the pyridyl OP's) the 0(1) ô(-) charges are nearly Identical. 
The difference in the phenyl vs .  pyridyl ring is noted in the 
C(l) 6(+) charges in these three OP's, apparently a result of 
having the nitrogen adjacent to C(l). In either ring system 
the two phosphates (ronnel oxon and fospirate) have nearly iden­
tical charges on the respective P and 0(2) atoms. When an 
ortho chlorine and para methyl group are present (similar to 
Ruelene) both the 0(l) and C(l) charges decrease with a dramatic 
Increase and decrease, respectively, in the charges on P and 
0(2). This occurs in spite of a less electronegative nitrogen 
bonded to the phosphorus. 
All of the angles between the P=S or 0 vector and the vec­
tor normal to the ring are within a ±^10° range {o f .  Table XXV) 
but this may be enough to promote steric problems. The fact 
that these angles are relatively comparable suggests a general 
preference for this orientation by ring-containing OP's such 
that the P-0(1)-ring skeleton is quite comparable for all of 
the OP's studied. These limited angles along with CNDO 11 po­
tential energy calculations show that the solid state structures 
are likely to be very good models to use for in  v ivo  compari­
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sons. 
As illustrated by the ronnel/ronnel oxon and fospirate/ 
chlorpyrifos pairs, there are a few structural differences be­
tween the thiophosphate and the corresponding oxon (phosphate). 
For example, the directions of the methyl groups are different. 
Whereas they are both "up" in ronnel, they are both "down" in 
ronnel oxon (see Figures 1 and 3). A similar pattern is noted 
for chlorpyrifos (thiophosphate) and fospirate (phosphate), 
though they have methyl groups which are "down"/"up", respec­
tively. In addition, a few angles involving ring substituents 
are different between the phenyl and pyridyl systems. 
Structural limitations have been observed in both bromo-
phos and Ruelene as a result of weak intramolecular hydrogen 
bond formation. Obviously this causes restrictions on any 
steric interactions between these OP's and AChE so that it may 
be feasible to take advantage of this in the design of future 
OP insecticides. 
It would presently appear, then, that the major keys to 
better understanding the inhibition process may rest with steric 
interactions, charge distribution (viz. Hammett a's) and intra­
molecular separations. Although this study has been limited to 
OP's having a ring system, and thus a reduced number of rota­
tional degrees of freedom, a result is that the total number of 
reaction variables is narrowed. Once the true OP site structure 
of AChE is known, along with more tabulated I so and LDso values 
11  0  
for the possible isozymes of AChE, more specific conclusions 
can be drawn leading to the design of superior insecticides. 
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